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We are months into the COVID-19 pandemic and the global community 

has been experiencing unprecedented times. On behalf of the USLAW 

NETWORK community, we hope you and your family are staying safe 

and healthy.

 In this deep sea of COVID-19 uncertainty, one of the reassuring 

points for me has been the great reservoir of USLAW information made 

available through our members and through the relevant resources 

that are regularly created across the NETWORK, including several new 

COVID-19 compendia of law.  

 Among the hallmarks of USLAW NETWORK are our collective cli-

ent focus, client service and collaboration among our members. This 

has been on display more than ever in recent months as members, cor-

porate partners and clients have joined forces to support each other, 

serve as resources and answer questions on a range of new and compli-

cated issues in the spirit of moving business forward. Discussions have 

centered on initial business closures and work-from-home situations to 

re-opening, and now are including subjects that many businesses and 

in-house legal decision makers will need to tackle and be focused on in 

the months to come.

 As we face the evolving impacts of COVID-19, we ask ourselves 

what does the rest of 2020 look like and how do we plan ahead for 

2021? The current issue of USLAW Magazine is just one of the many 

resources to help answer some of these questions. As you peruse the 

pages, you will see a COVID-19 Resources Hub where you are just one-

click away from important state and industry-specific information. As 

always, if you need additional information, please contact us for assis-

tance.

 Please enjoy the current issue of USLAW Magazine. Please con-

nect with us and take advantage of the many complimentary resources 

available via uslaw.org.  As always, thank you for your support of 

USLAW NETWORK.

Sincerely,

Dan L. Longo

USLAW NETWORK Chair

Murchison & Cumming LLP | Los Angeles, CA 
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 One of the few constants during this 
period of unprecedented turmoil and 
economic uncertainty in America has 
been the steady and unwavering depend-
ability of truck drivers, who continue to 
transport crucial goods and products 
across a country that needs them more 
than ever.  Recognizing the indispens-
able role that truck drivers play in ensur-
ing that all Americans continue to receive 
essential services during the COVID-19 
pandemic, the Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration (FMCSA) issued an 
Emergency Declaration on March 13, 2020, 
exempting motor carriers and drivers from 
federal regulations governing hours of ser-
vice requirements when providing “direct 
assistance” in support of relief efforts re-
lated to COVID-19.i
 The FMCSA has also announced other 
modifications, relaxations and suspensions 
of various federal trucking regulations in 
response to the COVID-19 outbreak, such 
as greater flexibility for employers to docu-
ment why a drug and alcohol test could not 
be administered, a waiver of the expiration of 
annual inspection decals on intermodal chas-
ses, a suspension of weight limits, and a waiver 
for drivers whose commercial driver licenses 
(CDLs), permits, and/or medical cards have 
expired or are set to expire.ii  Interestingly, 
the agency has done so all while continu-
ing to contemplate and discuss regulations 
that were changing well before the world 
encountered COVID-19, such as a new 

hours-of-service rule that was first pro-
posed in August 2019 and is expected to 
be published later this year.  The current 
fast-moving landscape has demonstrated 
the importance for motor carriers and 
other actors in the transportation industry 
to quickly track and accurately analyze the 
recent emergency regulations.

HOURS OF SERVICE: THE DETAILS
 The hours of service requirements con-
tained in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Regulations (FMCSR) include the following:
• Limit of driving 11 hours after 10 con-

secutive hours off duty;
• Prohibition against driving beyond the 

14th consecutive hour following 10 
consecutive hours off duty, regardless 
of whether any time was spent off duty 
during that 14-hour period;

• Window of 8 hours to drive after last 
off-duty period of at least 30 minutes;

• 30-minute break required before re-
suming driving after 8-hour period has 
passed;

• Limit of 60/70 hours on duty in 7/8 
consecutive days; and

• Reset of 7/8 day period only after going 
off duty for 34 consecutive hours. 

 The FMCSA’s declaration suspends or 
significantly reduces all of these require-
ments when a truck driver is providing 
“direct assistance” to the COVID-19 crisis 
through the transportation of certain sup-

plies and materials.  The declaration also 
exempts truck drivers from all recordkeep-
ing requirements (i.e. keeping paper log-
books or ELDs).  Furthermore, drivers are 
not required to carry any paperwork or doc-
umentation proving that they are engaged 
in direct assistance.  If a driver is fatigued 
or sick, however, he or she is not permitted 
to operate a commercial motor vehicle, re-
gardless of whether that individual is pro-
viding “direct assistance.” 
 The time spent engaged in direct assis-
tance begins when the commercial vehicle is 
loaded and continues until the empty truck 
and/or trailer is returned to the motor car-
rier’s terminal or place of business. In other 
words, a driver is not exempt while travelling 
to the site of a pickup but continues to enjoy 
the benefits of the exemption after making 
a delivery and/or while driving an empty ve-
hicle following a delivery.  
 Direct assistance has been defined to 
include the transportation of the following 
materials or things:
(1) COVID-19-related medical supplies 

and equipment;
(2) Supplies and equipment necessary for 

community health and safety, such 
as masks, gloves, hand sanitizer, soap 
and disinfectants (as well as household 
waste and medical waste);

(3) Food for emergency restocking of 
stores (including livestock);

(4) Equipment, supplies and persons nec-
essary to establish and manage facili-

Rodney L. Umberger, Jr. and Brendan T. Vandor     Williams Kastner

Short-Term Solutions, Long-Term Impacts? 
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ties related to COVID-19;
(5) Persons designated by federal, state or 

local authorities for medical, isolation, 
or quarantine purposes;

(6) Persons necessary to provide other 
medical or emergency services, the 
supply of which may be affected by the 
COVID-19 response; 

(7) Liquefied gases to be used in refrigera-
tion or cooling systems; and

(8) Gasoline and/or fuel.

 Furthermore, raw materials used as 
“immediate precursors” to any of the essen-
tial items listed above, such as wood pulp 
used to create paper products for the emer-
gency restocking of grocery stores, are also 
covered.  The extent to which other raw 
materials qualify as “immediate precursors” 
is one of several gray areas regarding the 
scope of the declaration. 
 The FMCSA has clarified, however, 
that the declaration does not cover so-called 
“routine” commercial deliveries, including 
those transporting only a nominal amount 
of emergency relief supplies.  Specifically, 
motor carriers may not obtain the benefits of 
the emergency declaration simply by adding 
small quantities of COVID-19 relief materi-
als to otherwise standard commercial loads.  
Generally, however, FMCSA has indicated 
that “mixed loads” (i.e. relief supplies mixed 
with non-relief supplies) entitle the driver of 
the load to take advantage of the suspension 
of the hours of service requirements.
 Once the “clock strikes midnight” and 
the commercial vehicle arrives at its termi-
nal or place of business following the deliv-
ery of direct assistance materials, the driver 
must take a 10-hour break and immediately 
becomes subject once again to the hours of 
service requirements.iii The hours worked 
while providing direct assistance, however, 
do not count towards any subsequent hours 
of service requirement (such as the 60/70-
hour rule or the 34-hour mandatory reset).  

LIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
 First and foremost, the FMCSA’s decla-
ration is clear that exempt drivers and carri-
ers must continue to comply with 49 CFR § 
392.2 and operate commercial motor vehi-
cle in accordance with state laws and regula-
tions, including compliance with applicable 
speed limits and other traffic restrictions.  
In no way, then, should the hours-of-service 
exemption be seen as a defense against any 
traditional negligence arguments or claims.  
Moreover, plaintiffs’ attorneys will be pay-

ing particular attention—and will surely 
apply retroactive scrutiny if and when the 
emergency declaration is lifted—to the 
conduct and operation of truck drivers and 
motor carriers purportedly engaging in 
emergency direct assistance.  
 Motor carriers should also expect the 
plaintiffs’ bar to attempt to exploit the con-
fusion regarding the contours and limits of 
the hours-of-service exemption.  For exam-
ple, drivers transporting mixed loads while 
taking advantage of the exemption may face 
liability exposure if they are involved in ac-
cidents while transporting some amount of 
goods that are not considered to be of the 
direct assistance variety.  Carriers should 
take particular caution when preparing to 
engage in direct assistance transportation 
and should seek guidance, when necessary, 
directly from the FMCSA, as well as DOT of-
ficers and transportation attorneys.  Other 
best practices include obtaining assurances 
from shippers and brokers that a load is cov-
ered under the direct assistance framework 
and maintaining thorough recordkeeping 
and documentation of each trip and load 
in order to withstand future scrutiny.    
 Driver logs and recordkeeping will 
also continue to be critical, even if, para-
doxically, the requirements for such prac-
tices are temporarily suspended for exempt 
drivers.  For example, if a carrier is unable 
to show, years later, that its driver was en-
gaged in direct assistance transportation 
at the time of an accident, the carrier may 
face unexpected exposure.  Carriers and 
drivers should take precautions to clearly 
label business records, such as bills of lad-
ing and fuel receipts, to indicate that they 
were created during the provision of direct 
assistance.  Furthermore, carriers should 
consider implementing company-wide 
protocols to standardize the logging of “ex-
empt” miles, such as by training drivers to 
manually record the hours they work while 
operating under the exemption or by de-
activating electronic logging devices when 
the driver is transporting an exempt load, 
in which case the carrier can later easily 
track and record the exempt miles.  
 Finally, the hours-of-service exemp-
tions are ripe for abuse and/or misuse.  
Safety in this context is more important 
than ever, both for the drivers themselves as 
well as for the public travelling on the road-
ways.  Working as a truck driver is stressful 
and physically taxing enough in normal 
conditions. Now, with the nation’s health 
and safety largely on their shoulders amidst 

crumbling supply chains and remote work 
constrictions, drivers should explore ways to 
more closely and more frequently monitor 
their mental and physical conditions, and 
furthermore should be trained, instructed 
and encouraged to take particular precau-
tions in order to guard against fatigue, sick-
ness, and the further spread of COVID-19.

CONCLUSION 
 With the nature and scope of emer-
gency federal trucking regulations—and 
the varied state implementation and en-
forcement of those regulations—changing 
daily during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is 
incumbent on carriers and their drivers to 
closely monitor their business operations, 
training regimens, and overall safety prac-
tices to ensure that they continue to be in 
compliance with the constantly shifting 
regulatory landscape.  As encouraging as 
the FMCSA’s flexibility with respect to the 
hours of service requirements has been, 
the various pitfalls and obstacles facing 
truck drivers are as widespread as ever, es-
pecially as each individual state begins to 
open up its economy on a highly specific, 
region-by-region basis.  Truck drivers have 
proven during the past few months that 
they are a crucial part of the lifeblood of 
America’s economy.  They must continue 
to receive the widest possible network of 
support if America is to recover from this 
devastating pandemic.

Rodney L. Umberger, Jr. is a 
member in the Seattle office 
of Williams Kastner, where 
he serves on the firm’s Board 
of Directors and chairs the 
Business Litigation Practice 
Group. He is first and foremost 
a trial lawyer with experience 

handling product liability, transportation, premises 
liability, toxic tort, class actions, construction and 
a variety of commercial litigation matters. He also 
has experience representing insurers as coverage and 
monitoring counsel on large loss claims.

Brendan T. Vandor is an at-
torney in William Kastner’s 
Seattle office.  A member of 
the firm’s Business Litigation 
Practice Group, he has expe-
rience representing corpora-
tions in the transportation, 
premises liability, construc-

tion, and commercial litigation contexts.  He 
frequently handles disputes involving commer-
cial transportation accidents and is a member of 
Williams Kastner’s Rapid Response Team.

i 49 CFR Parts 390-399. 
ii  The waiver extends renewal deadlines for documents set to expire on March 1, 2020, or later to June 30, 2020 

(and that date may be extended further into 2020).
iii  The FMCSA has advised that if a rest stop or area is not immediately available for the driver’s 10-hour break, he 

or she may proceed to the nearest “reasonable, safe location.”
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 Anyone can read the provisions of the 
federal Bankruptcy Code that apply most 
often in a retail bankruptcy case. For land-
lords, however, it’s not that simple when 
their tenant is now a debtor (the party 
filing a bankruptcy case) and they are left 
wondering what they can (and cannot) col-
lect. Many of the most important concepts 
in retail bankruptcies are colored by inter-
pretations of the Bankruptcy Code and play 
out differently depending on where a bank-
ruptcy case is filed.
 There are two approaches taken 
by bankruptcy courts around the coun-
try when it comes to interpreting the 
Bankruptcy Code’s collection-related pro-
visions for commercial landlords. They 
are “performance date,” where collection 
depends on when the charge came due, and 
“proration,” where collection depends on 
when the charge accrued. These inconsis-
tent approaches may have a dramatic im-
pact on what a landlord can collect from its 
bankrupt tenant.
 When a retailer files a bankruptcy 
case, landlords must immediately assess 
the law in the court where the case is pend-
ing. Two popular venues for such cases are 

Delaware (which utilizes the performance 
date method) and Virginia (which utilizes 
the proration method).
 When it comes to assessing the collec-
tion of lease charges, the focus is on the pe-
riod following the filing of the bankruptcy 
through the date the retailer determines 
what it intends to do with the lease. The 
Bankruptcy Code provides that, generally, 
debtors must “timely perform” their com-
mercial lease obligations from the bank-
ruptcy filing through the date a decision is 
made on the treatment of the lease (with 
a notable exception discussed below). If 
a charge under the lease is considered a 
post-bankruptcy obligation, the debtor 
must timely perform—but this determina-
tion differs by approach and touches on 
many bankruptcy concepts.

AUTOMATIC STAY
 The Bankruptcy Code generally pro-
hibits attempting to collect a pre-bank-
ruptcy debt or seeking to obtain possession 
of the debtor’s property (including the 
debtor’s interests in its unexpired leases) 
and imposes penalties for violations.
 It is essential to know which charges 

are considered post-bankruptcy obligations 
that must be paid, and which are consid-
ered pre-bankruptcy charges that cannot be 
sought from the debtor. Therefore, having 
a proper understanding of the approach 
utilized where the bankruptcy case is pend-
ing is critical to understand what can and 
cannot be collected.

STUB RENT
 One of the most talked about concepts 
in retail bankruptcies is “stub rent,” the rent 
and related monthly charges calculated on 
a pro-rated basis from the date the case is 
filed through the end of that month.
 Under the proration method, stub rent 
is a post-bankruptcy obligation that must be 
timely performed under the lease, as it ac-
crued post-bankruptcy.
 Under the performance date method, 
however, stub rent is not considered a 
post-bankruptcy obligation because the 
rent for that month was most likely payable 
in full on the first of the month, prior to 
the bankruptcy filing. However, as long as 
the debtor was occupying the premises as of 
the day they filed for bankruptcy, landlords 
often assert that stub rent must be paid to 

Kevin Newman, Nic Ferland, and Scott Fleischer   Barclay Damon LLP
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account for the benefit the debtor received 
by occupying the premises and, generally 
speaking, conducting business.
 The dispute between the debtor and 
its landlords over the payment of stub rent 
generally comes to a head when the debtor 
is seeking approval of post-bankruptcy fi-
nancing or use of cash collateral, where 
there is a proposed budget that the debtor 
must adhere to. In some cases, the debtor 
will agree to pay stub rent by a reasonable 
date certain as set forth in the budget. In 
other instances, though, landlords and 
other parties in interest must assert various 
rights under the Bankruptcy Code to seek 
payment of the stub rent, often over the ob-
jection of the debtors.
 Keep in mind that under either ap-
proach, the pre-bankruptcy portion of the 
rent due for the month of the bankruptcy 
filing (the first of the month through the day 
before the bankruptcy filing) is not payable 
as a post-bankruptcy expense. If the debtor 
rejects the lease (similar to terminating it), 
absent a security interest or security deposit, 
the landlord can assert pre-bankruptcy ar-
rearages only as unsecured claims, which 
typically yield a small recovery. If the debtor 
assumes (retains) or assigns the lease, how-
ever, the debtor must pay any pre-bankruptcy 
amounts owed as part of a requirement to 
“cure” all arrears under the lease.

REAL ESTATE TAXES
 As is the case for stub rent, the ap-
proach, whether performance date or pro-
ration, dictates whether real estate taxes are 
considered post-bankruptcy charges a land-
lord can recover from the debtor-tenant, or 
pre-bankruptcy charges that may only be 
asserted as an unsecured claim (unless the 
lease is assumed or assigned, in which case 
all arrears must be paid).
 In a proration jurisdiction, the analysis 
is simple: real estate taxes are considered a 
post-bankruptcy charge collectible by a land-
lord when they accrue during a post-bank-
ruptcy, pre-rejection period, irrespective of 
when they were billed or became due.
 In a performance date jurisdiction, the 
key in determining whether a real estate tax 
charge is collectible is the actual due date 
under the lease (not to be confused with 
the billing date). For rent, it is almost uni-
versally the first of the month, but for taxes, 
this can vary significantly.
 In many cases, a landlord pays real 
estate taxes to the municipality, and the 
tenant reimburses the landlord as a part 
of its rental obligations under the lease. In 
that scenario, the due date under the lease 
will dictate whether the tax payment is a 
post-bankruptcy obligation.

 Where the tenant is billed directly by 
the municipality for its share of real estate 
taxes, both the lease terms and tax invoice 
must be considered. While the lease may 
provide for a specific due date—for exam-
ple, within a certain number of days of re-
ceipt of an invoice—the lease may instead 
be more vague, providing, for example, 
that real estate taxes are payable when due.
 If the lease does not provide enough 
guidance, the invoice itself will govern. 
Often, the invoice will state that the taxes 
are due by a date certain, but the tenant 
can pay by a later date certain after which a 
penalty or interest would start to accrue. In 
that scenario, the latter should be the true 
“due date” that governs whether it is a col-
lectible, post-bankruptcy charge.

CURE
 As referenced above, debtors have an 
obligation to cure defaults existing under the 
lease at the time the lease is assumed or as-
signed. All amounts that came due but were 
not paid are included in the cure amount.
 In addition to pre-bankruptcy charges, 
the cure amount may also include attor-
neys’ fees. The Bankruptcy Code provides 
that a debtor cannot assume a lease with-
out first compensating the landlord for 
“any actual pecuniary loss” resulting from 
a default. Depending on the lease terms, a 
landlord can assert that its counsel’s fees in 
the bankruptcy case are payable as part of 
the cure amount.
 It is also important to note that the con-
cept of cure may include more than just a 
dollar amount. Non-monetary defaults such 
as an outstanding maintenance obligation 
must also be cured at the time of assumption.
 When a landlord is assessing a debtor’s 
proposed cure amount, in addition to the 
liquidated amount, it should also preserve 
the right to collect what may come due in 
the future such as reconciliations of previ-
ously billed charges (for example, real es-
tate taxes, common area maintenance, and 
insurance) and indemnification from the 
debtor as set forth in the lease. In the case 
of a lease assignment, this may be accom-
plished by the assignee affirmatively taking 
on those obligations or the debtor estab-
lishing an escrow account.
 If a lease is rejected, however, the debtor 
has no responsibility to cure pre-bankruptcy 
defaults, and the landlord must assert such 
amounts as unsecured claims. 

TIMELY PERFORMANCE
 While the general rule is that debtors 
must timely perform their commercial lease 
obligations, there is one notable exception 
that has gained much popularity and media 

attention during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
With a showing of “cause,” a debtor can 
suspend the timely performance of its lease 
obligations for the first 60 days of the case. 
Under these circumstances, bankrupt re-
tailers have generally been able to obtain 
this relief with little resistance from judges. 
Some judges have even extended retailers’ 
time to perform beyond the first 60 days of 
the case. However, there are measures land-
lords can take to mitigate the risk associated 
with this. For example, landlords can seek 
“adequate protection” of their interests 
and request that the debtor appropriately 
budget for the full payment of any deferred 
lease obligations.

CONCLUSION
 This is a broad, simplified overview 
of the issues facing commercial landlords 
during the bankruptcy cases of their retail 
tenants. Bankruptcy cases are complex and 
often move extremely quickly, and your 
rights are at issue very early in the case. It 
is therefore critical to retain counsel well 
versed in these matters.

Kevin Newman is a partner 
at Barclay Damon LLP, where 
he primarily concentrates his 
practice on commercial restruc-
turing, bankruptcy, and real 
estate matters. His practice 
also involves bankruptcy lit-
igation, including preference 

and other avoidance actions and claim objections.

Nic Ferland is a partner at 
Barclay Damon LLP and 
he primarily concentrates 
his practice on bankruptcy, 
real estate, leasing, retail, fi-
nance, and general corporate 
matters. He routinely appears 
in bankruptcy courts in com-

plex, high-profile cases on behalf of financial 
institutions, landlords, and parties seeking to 
purchase assets. 

Scott Fleischer is counsel at 
Barclay Damon LLP, focus-
ing his practice on represent-
ing real estate owners and 
managers in their tenants’ 
retail and restaurant bank-
ruptcy cases. He also has 
extensive experience advising 

creditors’ committees, debtor affiliates, individ-
ual creditors, and other constituents in complex 
Chapter 11 cases as well as handling non-bank-
ruptcy commercial litigation matters.
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 In today’s global economy, it is not un-
common for U.S. litigation to include either 
foreign parties or domestic parties with of-
fices abroad.  When U.S. litigation counsel is 
tasked with representing such a party in do-
mestic litigation, counsel must consider how 
to preserve, collect, transfer, and produce 
documents and data belonging to foreign 
custodians and/or maintained on foreign 
soil.  As foreign data privacy laws and other 
foreign laws addressing document and data 
disclosure become more commonplace and 
more diverse, and the penalties for noncom-
pliance become more severe, U.S. litigation 
counsel must be sure to keep their eyes on 
the big picture, carefully balancing the lib-

eral scope of discovery applicable in most 
U.S. jurisdictions with controlling foreign 
restrictions on document and data pres-
ervation, collection, and transfer.  In most 
instances, U.S. litigation counsel will need 
to plan early, oftentimes at the outset of lit-
igation or even before, in order to ensure 
that a proper balance is struck.  This article 
presents a high-level overview of what U.S. 
litigation counsel should consider in striking 
this balance.
  
ASSESS THE NEED FOR CROSS-
BORDER DISCOVERY EARLY
 As an initial matter, in order to prop-
erly plan for cross-border discovery, U.S. 

litigation counsel must determine early on 
in their assignment (i) whether the case 
will potentially require a need to preserve, 
collect, and produce documents and data 
either belonging to a foreign custodian or 
maintained and/or backed up in a foreign 
country, and, if so, (ii) which of the foreign 
laws (as well as any corporate document 
and data disclosure policies) may apply to 
the preservation, collection, and transfer of 
such documents and data, and the require-
ments thereof.
 While custodian identification should 
be a familiar process for U.S. litigation 
counsel, the need to conduct this analysis 
early in the proceeding becomes all-the-

Cross-Border
e-Discovery in the 

Privacy Era

A practical overview of relevant considerations for
companies engaging in e-discovery collection and production 

from foreign offices for use in U.S. litigation
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more critical in situations potentially re-
quiring cross-border discovery.  This is in 
order to ensure that the party can identify 
and consider which foreign laws may apply 
and what they require.  While some foreign 
data privacy laws are well-covered in U.S. 
legal circles, such as the European Union’s 
(“EU”) General Data Privacy Regulation 
(“GDPR”), others – including local data 
privacy laws enacted by EU members and 
other countries that, in certain instances, 
impose more stringent requirements than 
the GDPR – are less-known.  Furthermore, 
some countries also have blocking statutes 
and other laws (such as telecom or bank se-
crecy laws) that also impose restrictions on 
document and data transfer that must be 
considered and addressed when formulat-
ing a game plan. Thus, it is important for 
U.S. litigation counsel to identify precisely 
which foreign laws apply before engaging 
in efforts to collect and transfer custodial 
data housed in a foreign jurisdiction.
 The importance of conducting this as-
sessment early on in a litigation assignment 
cannot be overstated, as some foreign laws, 
such as the GDPR, apply not just to the 
collection and transfer of documents and 
data, but also to their preservation.  When 
coupled with the standard for document 
preservation typical in most U.S. jurisdic-
tions, this means that a party’s obligation 
to comply with foreign data privacy require-
ments may arise as soon as the prospect of 
litigation becomes reasonably foreseeable.  
Since document and data preservation is 
generally one of the earliest tasks a party 
must undertake, it is critical for U.S. litiga-
tion counsel to understand whether and 
how foreign laws may impact the party’s 
performance of this important obligation, 
and to incorporate any foreign data privacy 
requirements into their preservation plan.

ACKNOWLEDGE WHAT
YOU DON’T KNOW
 Given the potential complexities in 
tracking and interpreting foreign laws 
that may impact document and data pres-
ervation, collection, and transfer, in most 
instances it is strongly advisable (and in 
some cases required) for U.S. litigation 
counsel to engage local counsel and/or a 
local e-discovery vendor to assist in identify-
ing and ensuring compliance with all such 
applicable laws.  In addition, to the extent 
that the party has a data privacy officer, U.S. 
litigation counsel should also consult that 
individual.  These experts can be crucial to 
aiding U.S. litigation counsel in determin-
ing: (i) which foreign laws apply to relevant 
documents and data; (ii) whether there is 
a legal basis to preserve, collect, and trans-

fer such documents and data to the United 
States for use in litigation; (iii) the restric-
tions, if any, that apply to the format and 
timing of any such transfer; (iv) whether 
a data transfer agreement or other docu-
mentation is required and what must be in-
cluded therein; and (v) how to document 
the preservation, collection, and transfer 
process for potential use by U.S. litigation 
counsel in the proceeding. 

STRIKING A BALANCE BETWEEN 
FOREIGN DATA PRIVACY LAWS AND 
U.S. DISCOVERY OBLIGATIONS
 Of course, complying with foreign data 
privacy law is only half the battle.  Once 
U.S. litigation counsel, with the aid of local 
experts, has identified the requisite steps to 
preserve, collect, and transfer documents 
and data to the United States for use in 
litigation under applicable foreign data 
privacy laws, counsel must then consider 
how best to balance those requirements 
against the party’s discovery obligations in 
the litigation.  This includes assessing the 
relevance of the documents and data to the 
claims and defenses of the action, and, de-
pending on the state or federal jurisdiction, 
whether they are proportional to the needs 
of the case.  In this regard, U.S. litigation 
counsel will often be well-served (and de-
pending upon the controlling procedural 
rules, may be required) to raise cross-bor-
der data privacy concerns and require-
ments with the court and opposing counsel 
early in the proceeding, thus proactively 
managing expectations and framing the 
forthcoming meet-and-confer dialogue. 

DOCUMENT YOUR EFFORTS
 U.S. litigation counsel should also 
be sure to identify and comply with docu-
mentation requirements for cross-border 
transfer.  Depending on the applicable 
data privacy law, this could include sign-off 
by all data controllers and processors to a 
contractual arrangement in which the re-
ceiving controllers and processors contrac-
tually bind themselves to the data privacy 
obligations of the foreign custodian.  This 
may also require certification by either the 
party or local counsel that the party com-
plied with all applicable data privacy re-
quirements and/or that the documents to 
be transferred have been properly sanitized 
of non-essential personal information.  
 Full compliance with the documenta-
tion requirements set forth in applicable 
foreign laws not only protects the party, but 
it also serves to highlight any obligations as-
sumed by U.S. litigation counsel vis-à-vis the 
protection and use of the documents and 
data post-transfer.

EARLY PLANNING CAN
REDUCE HEADACHES
 Given the potential complexities in 
identifying and complying with foreign 
data privacy laws and other foreign laws 
addressing document and data disclosure, 
and the tension between the limitations im-
posed by such laws and the relatively liberal 
disclosure standards common in U.S. juris-
dictions, U.S. litigation counsel should be 
prepared to carefully consider how best to 
manage the discovery process to minimize 
potential exposure under foreign laws.  
This could include, among other things: 
(i) exploring whether the party maintains 
the same or substantially similar documents 
and data through a domestic custodian or 
on a domestic server or back-up system; (ii) 
reducing the volume of documents and 
data for transfer through the use of ana-
lytics and other technology-assisted review 
tools; (iii) conducting a responsiveness re-
view pre-transfer, thus reducing the overall 
volume of documents and data for transfer; 
(iv) using anonymization and/or redac-
tions to sanitize non-essential personal data 
from documents and data identified for 
transfer; and (v) carefully negotiating the 
scope of discovery with opposing counsel 
to ensure that the party need only transfer 
those documents that are truly relevant to 
the claims and defenses of the action.

CONCLUSION
 U.S. litigation counsel engaging in 
cross-border discovery must carefully con-
sider the data privacy obligations imposed by 
the laws of the foreign jurisdiction in which 
the custodian resides and/or where such 
documents are maintained and/or backed 
up.  In doing so, counsel must strike a bal-
ance between the requirements imposed by 
such foreign laws and the liberal discovery 
obligations common to U.S. laws.  This can 
often be a complex and expensive propo-
sition, but a necessary one considering the 
sometimes harsh penalties for non-compli-
ance under certain foreign data privacy laws.  
As such, U.S. litigation counsel should plan 
early and enlist local counsel and other ex-
perts to ensure that the party’s interests are 
protected both in the foreign jurisdiction 
and in the pending litigation matter.
.
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 A contract’s arbitration clause is not 
boilerplate.  The specific words there ac-
tually matter.  Some recent decisions have 
made clear that the words drafters chose 
may imply hidden or unexpected, maybe 
unintended, meanings.  For example:
• If the parties intend to exclude injunctive 

relief from arbitration, how that excep-
tion is expressed may make a difference 
to how the matter proceeds if a dispute 
arises.

• Enforceability of an arbitration provision 
may hinge on whether the parties spec-
ify a particular arbitration source such as 
AAA or JAMS rather than specifying no 
service provider.  Whether an arbitrator 
or a court decides what is arbitrable may 
hang in the balance.

• There is a difference between a provision 
that makes all disputes between the par-
ties subject to arbitration and a provision 
that make only disputes arising out of the 
agreement subject to arbitration. To facil-
itate a court’s decision regarding whether 
to compel arbitration in a particular case, 
a contract drafter seems well-advised to 
include explicit statements with as few 
exceptions and limitations as possible 
regarding what the parties intend if a dis-
pute arises.

• In a recent Third Circuit decision in-
volving rental cars, the arbitration clause 

appeared in the paper wrapper headed 
“Rental Terms & Conditions,” but the 
rental agreement incorporated terms 
from the “rental jacket.”i  The court de-
cided the “Agreement does not incor-
porate the rental jacket beyond doubt,” 
because the printed form failed to call 
the wrapper by the name on the wrap-
per. That simple drafting error made a 
difference.

 Take this fairly simple-seeming arbitra-
tion clause:
 Disputes. This Agreement shall be gov-

erned by the laws of the State of North 
Carolina. Any dispute arising under 
or related to this Agreement (except 
for actions seeking injunctive relief 
and disputes related to trademarks, 
trade secrets, or other intellectual 
property of Pelton & Crane), shall be 
resolved by binding arbitration in ac-
cordance with the arbitration rules of 
the American Arbitration Association 
[(AAA)]. The place of arbitration 
shall be in Charlotte, North Carolina.

 
 The clause has generated multiple 
decisions from a federal district court, the 
Fifth Circuit Court of Appealsii and even 
the U.S. Supreme Court.iii   
 The still-pending case arose when a 
dental supply firm, Archer & White Sales, 

accused some other firms of colluding 
against it in Texas.  The agreement that 
contained this clause was with one of the 
accused colluders, now a predecessor in in-
terest of the remaining defendant.
 Initially in front of a magistrate judge, 
defendants invoked the Federal Arbitration 
Act and moved to compel arbitration. 
Archer & White opposed that motion, ar-
guing that its complaint sought injunctive 
relief (as well as damages), and the arbi-
tration clause explicitly excluded actions 
seeking such relief.  The magistrate judge 
granted the motion, determining that the 
arbitrator should decide whether the mat-
ters in arbitration should be decided by the 
arbitrator or a court pursuant to this clause.  
The magistrate’s idea was that the clause in-
corporated the AAA rules, which, in gen-
eral, permit the arbitrator to decide what 
he or she is empowered to decide.  The 
magistrate said defendants presented at 
least a “plausible construction” that would 
compel arbitration. 
 Three years later, the district court 
vacated that order and held that the court 
could decide the threshold arbitrability 
question.  The district court reasoned that 
this action fell squarely within the arbitra-
tion clause’s express exclusion of actions 
seeking injunctive relief.   
 The Fifth Circuit affirmed, asserting 

Words Matter
Whether a Court Compels 

Arbitration Often Depends on
the Contract’s Language
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that they perceived no plausible argument 
that the dispute was outside the scope of 
the exception.iv The Supreme Court re-
jected the circuit court’s “wholly ground-
less” rationale.  
 Instead, the Supreme Court held 
that if a “contract delegates the arbitrabil-
ity question to an arbitrator, a court may 
not override the contract.”v The Supreme 
Court reaffirmed its holding in its decision 
in First Options,vi that “parties may delegate 
threshold arbitrability questions to the ar-
bitrator, so long as the parties’ agreement 
does so by “clear and unmistakable’ evi-
dence.”  On remand, therefore, the Fifth 
Circuit considered whether the arbitration 
clause set forth above was “clear and un-
mistakable” evidence that the parties had 
delegated to the arbitrator the question of 
whether the arbitrator’s authority extended 
to determining whether plaintiff’s claims 
were subject to arbitration.
 The standard pattern for a court in-
volves, first, a determination that there is 
a valid agreement including a valid arbitra-
tion provision and, second, a determination 
that the dispute falls within the arbitration 
clause.  The presumption is that, without 
“clear and unmistakable” evidence of intent 
to delegate arbitrability to the arbitrator, 
the court should decide arbitrability.  Here, 
the parties were not disputing that there 
was a valid arbitration clause, even though 
defendant was not a party to the contract.
 Precedent in the Fifth Circuit, the 
Third Circuit and other Circuitsvii holds that 
a clause identifying AAA rules as the manner 
of arbitration constitutes sufficient “clear 
and unmistakable” evidence of intent to del-
egate the arbitrability question to the arbitra-
tor.   Under AAA Rule 7(a), “[t]he arbitrator 
shall have the power to rule on his or her 
own jurisdiction, including any objections 
with respect to the existence, scope, or va-
lidity of the arbitration agreement or to the 
arbitrability of any claim or counterclaim.”viii

 Ignoring the parenthetical in the con-
tract language, defendants argued that the 

sentence stated clearly that disputes were 
to be arbitrated under AAA rules, meaning 
that the arbitrator decides his or her juris-
diction and authority. On the other hand, 
plaintiff argued that what was “clear and 
unmistakable” was that injunctive relief was 
outside the scope of the delegation to the 
arbitrator.  Defendant asserted that what 
the court was not permitted to do was de-
termine the scope of arbitrator’s authority 
after the parties had invoked the AAA rules 
which give that power to the arbitrator.  
Allowing the court to determine the scope 
of delegation to the arbitrator, defendant 
said, was contrary to the parties’ intent.
 Plaintiff sought both money damages 
and injunctive relief.  As a result, the court 
had to consider whether the contracting 
parties’ intent, as expressed in the arbitra-
tion clause, meant bifurcation of the claims.  
In other words, did the parties intend that 
the arbitrator should consider the money 
damages portion of the case, while a court 
should consider the injunctive relief portion 
of the case?  In part, based on the construc-
tion of the sentence where the language 
appeared, the Fifth Circuit decision held 
that the arbitration provision’s exclusion of 
“actions seeking injunctive relief” meant that 
the court should hear all of plaintiff’s action 
for damages and injunctive relief.  
 Consequently, the Fifth Circuit deci-
sion did not compel arbitration, because the 
parties had intended that the dispute as pre-
sented was not to be resolved by arbitration.
 The court did not reach the question of 
whether the defendant could successfully in-
voke the arbitration clause even though the 
defendant was not a party to the agreement.
 The Supreme Court may let us know how 
properly to read this provision. The Court in 
June agreed to hear the case this fall. ix
 The recent Third Circuit decision 
in Richardson v Coverall North Americax was 
more cursory than the Fifth Circuit’s Archer 
& White decision. The Coverall North 
America decision involved claims that work-
ers were misclassified under New Jersey law 

as independent contractors, rather than as 
employees.  This decision followed other 
Circuit Court decisions that calling for a 
decision under AAA rules in an arbitration 
clause manifests “clear and unmistakable” 
evidence that the parties had a meeting 
of the minds intending that the arbitrator 
must determine arbitrability issues.
 This decision can be compared with 
the 2017 Third Circuit decision in Moon v. 
Breathless,x1 which involved a similar claim 
under the federal Fair Labor Standards 
Act (the “FLSA”).  The agreement under 
consideration in that case included the fol-
lowing clause, which did not name an arbi-
tration provider:
 In a dispute between Dancer and 

Club under this Agreement, ei-
ther may request to resolve the 
dispute by binding arbitration. 
THIS MEANS THAT NEITHER 
PARTY SHALL HAVE THE 
RIGHT TO LITIGATE SUCH 
CLAIM IN COURT OR TO HAVE 
A JURY TRIAL — DISCOVERY 
AND APPEAL RIGHTS ARE 
LIMITED IN ARBITRATION. 
ARBITRATION MUST BE ON 
AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS. THIS 
MEANS NEITHER YOU NOR WE 
MAY JOIN OR CONSOLIDATE 
CLAIMS IN ARBITRATION, 
OR LITIGATE IN COURT OR 
ARBITRATE ANY CLAIMS AS A 
REPRESENTATIVE OR MEMBER 
OF A CLASS. 

 The panel in that matter decided that 
Ms. Moon’s FLSA claim did not arise out of 
“this Agreement,” but instead arose out of 
the statute.  In that decision, the court did 
not compel arbitration. 
 Recent decisions such as these suggest 
that courts are more likely to compel arbitra-
tion if a dispute arises if the arbitration clause 
clearly and unmistakably names an arbitra-
tion service provider and explicitly indicates 
that the parties intend to delegate to the arbi-
trator threshold questions of arbitrability.  

Noel Humphreys, Of Counsel 
at Connell Foley in Roseland, 
New Jersey, focuses on busi-
ness transactions, lending 
transactions, organizational 
governance and intellectual 
property. Noel has participated 
in hundreds of business combi-

nations mergers, asset acquisitions, joint ventures, 
strategic alliances, sourcing relationships and 
stock purchases and settlements of disputes within 
family-owned businesses.

1 The Product Liability Risk Retention Act of 1981 initially created risk retention groups. The LRRA expanded the 
concept of risk retention groups to apply to commercial liability insurance. 

2 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5304
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ii  Most recently, Archer & White Sales, Inc. v. Henry Schein, Inc., 935 F.3d 274 (5th Cir. 2019).
iii  Henry Schein, Inc. v. Archer & White Sales, Inc., 139 S. Ct. 524 , 528 , 202 L. Ed. 2d 480 (2019)(”Schein”).
iv  Archer & White Sales, Inc. v. Henry Schein, Inc., 878 F.3d 488, 497 (2017), rev’d, 139 S. Ct. 524 , 202 L. Ed. 2d 480 (2019).
v  Henry Schein, 139 S. Ct. at 529
vi  First Options of Chi., Inc. v. Kaplan, 514 U.S. 938 , 944 , 115 S. Ct. 1920 , 131 L. Ed. 2d 985 (1995).
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 When settling workers’ compensation 
or liability cases, you are bound to run into 
some that are difficult to close. Whether it 
is addressing the value of the offer, complex 
benefit issues, a claimant’s comfort with man-
aging ongoing medical issues, or other odd 
and unique issues, sometimes you need to get 
creative about your settlement strategies.
 In these situations, it is important to 
have a team of partners that you can trust to 
bring the unique benefits of their services to 
help get the cases settled. Two such import-
ant settlement partners are structured settle-
ment firms and professional administrators.
 “Receiving a response of ‘no’ to an 
offer of settlement is not a reason to shelf 
a file,” says Thomas S. Thornton III, attor-
ney at Carr Allison, and a member of the 
USLAW Board of Directors. “It should mo-
tivate you to dig deeper to determine what 
hurdles need to be overcome to achieve 
claim resolution. Having the right team put 
together to provide those services empow-

ers us as attorneys to achieve those goals.”    
 The right structured settlement con-
sultant can help you get creative with a 
structured settlement to alleviate concerns 
on both sides about funding and ensure a 
secure tax-free income for injured individ-
uals.  What you can expect from a “best-
in-class” settlement consultant is a holistic 
approach, leading to a “better settlement.”  
These experts know a well-designed struc-
tured settlement addresses all current and 
future needs – the certainty of lifetime pay-
ments, tax-advantaged income, a desire for 
growth, the need for liquidity and, where 
appropriate, the preservation of public ben-
efits and ongoing medical management.  
A Structured Settlement Specialist helps 
settle more cases, faster, delivering growth 
and liquidity alongside spendthrift protec-
tion using multiple settlement tools which 
include:
• Tax-Free Annuity
• Growth Structured Settlement

• Trust Accounts
• Cash
 An experienced professional adminis-
trator can help assure the injured individual 
will have a resource for their future medical 
care after settlement. The professional ad-
ministrator can explain available services, 
and the medical treatment discounts they 
can offer the claimant as part of the set-
tlement proposal. Adding this healthcare 
concierge as an ongoing resource can help 
make the injured person more comfortable 
with the idea of settling the claim.
 Additionally, the best professional ad-
ministrators offer services that go above 
and beyond and can be used creatively to 
help move cases towards resolution.
 Banking Solutions:  Often these part-
ners help overcome banking problems by 
setting up checking and saving accounts 
or by issuing prepaid cards to provide solu-
tions for receipt of a claimant’s settlement 
funds. These solutions are tailored specifi-
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cally to the resources available and can be 
established even if the injured party has a 
poor banking history. These solutions can 
be made available in cases where the claim-
ant may not have a Social Security Number 
(SSN) or Tax ID. 
 Complex Benefit Issues: In some cases, 
a claimant will need to retain government 
benefits, but is concerned about the possi-
ble loss of these benefits if the settlement 
is not properly handled. This potential loss 
can hold up or complicate a settlement. 
These partners have resources available 
who advise on government benefits. They 
know how a settlement could potentially 
adversely impact valued government bene-
fits and can help the carrier or employer to 
ensure their offer considers these sensitive 
issues, resulting in the case settling. 
 Medicare & Health Plan Options: 
Many professional administrators are ex-
perts in coordinating all things healthcare 
related. They can enroll the claimant in 
health insurance plans, including Medicare 
and Medicare Advantage plans. These ser-
vices include consultations with licensed 
agents answering questions and helping the 
injured person maximize their options so 
they know support will be available to them 
after the case settles.  
 In a case where the injured person may 
not understand what life will be like post set-
tlement, offering this additional support with 
benefits through professional administration 
and structuring of the settlement proceeds is 
another way to make settlement appealing.  
 Having these two partners work together 
creatively can overcome and resolve issues im-
peding settlement, the result being more suc-
cessful outcomes and savings for your client.   
 “When working in the fast-paced world 
of claims, it is nice to partner with a group 
who is proactive as opposed to reactive in 
achieving cost savings for our clients,” says 
Thornton.

REACHING A SUCCESSFUL WORKERS 
COMPENSATION SETTLEMENT: 
 A 35-year-old laborer fell from the 
rooftop of a three-story home when install-
ing shingles.  The injured worker under-
went multiple back surgeries, and though 
he survived the fall, he was diagnosed with 
T12 paraplegia.  He was young and should 
have a long life ahead of him since he had 
no significant preexisting injuries or medi-
cal conditions. He was a high school grad-
uate with on the job training as a roofer.  
His life changed drastically as his young 
family adapted to his post-injury lifestyle.  
His wife had to leave her job to help with 
his medical needs and daily concerns, and 
his children no longer enjoyed the active 

father they once knew.
 Under workers’ compensation, pay-
ments for lost wages were limited by stat-
ute to two-thirds of his average weekly wage 
(which was tight already). His finances 
were in chaos as medical bills and other 
expenses piled up.   The injured worker 
retained counsel and applied for Social 
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI). The 
application process took some time but was 
ultimately successful and he became eligi-
ble for Medicare. Complete resolution of 
his case did not appear possible any time 
soon due to the high cost of future medical 
care and the need for a Medicare Set-Aside. 
He also incurred significant expenses 
for non-Medicare covered items such as 
a modified home, attendant care, handi-
capped-accessible vans over his life expec-
tancy, and other ancillary lifetime costs.
 Thinking ahead, the claims profes-
sional knew the case involved considerable 
future medical and settlement would be 
so costly that the best chance of meeting 
these large anticipated costs would be with 
a structured settlement.  She contacted 
Arcadia to work with a settlement consul-
tant early in the process.  This resulted in 
months of collaboration between the set-
tlement consultant, the injured worker, 
counsel and the claims professional. At the 
same time, the defense attorney engaged 
Ametros to ensure a team of experts could 
help the injured worker’s family with all 
MSA-related reporting to ensure Medicare 
benefits would be available to the injured 
worker if the allocated settlement funds 
were exhausted. In addition, the adminis-
trator would pay all non-Medicare-covered 
expense, too, including attendant care and 
transportation. Ultimately, the case settled 
on a full and final basis due to the savings 
provided by the structured settlement and 
the comfort and support provided by the 
professional administration. 

COORDINATION TO HELP
SETTLE AN AUTO CLAIM
 In 2019, a defense client was trying to 
settle the case of a 58-year-old truck driver 
who had a below-the-knee amputation. The 
client invited the structured settlement firm 
to attend the mediation to speak with the 
plaintiff.
 In this case, there were liens for 
Medicaid and a disability carrier, there was 
no plaintiff-side settlement consultant, no 
MSA allocation opinion, and the plain-
tiff would be applying for Social Security 
Disability Insurance (SSDI), so Medicare 
involvement was likely.
 The structured settlement firm assisted 
both sides, keeping direct communication 

with the plaintiff and their attorney to help 
them understand the benefit of a struc-
tured settlement, while sorting through 
some of the more complex benefits and 
helping to make determinations around 
the allocation.
 Since he was applying for SSDI, 
Medicare’s interests would need to be taken 
into consideration and a Liability Medicare 
Set Aside (LMSA) allocation was secured. 
With the post-settlement responsibilities of 
an MSA, the structured settlement firm also 
engaged a professional administrator. The 
administrator explained their services and 
the savings they could provide for the plain-
tiff. This helped eased the plaintiff’s settle-
ment fears, as they would have a support 
system in place for their medical needs.  
The administrator would also take care 
of ordering the plaintiff’s prosthetics and 
other equipment outside of the MSA while 
still securing a discount on those items.  
 Together, the advantages of the struc-
ture and the benefits of the professional 
administration helped the case settle.
 Settlements can be very complex, and 
it can be easy to view them as zero-sum 
game, but it is worth considering if part-
ners can bring value to the table with their 
years of experience and unique services. 
Addressing the difficult issues and engag-
ing with experts to talk through solutions 
can often lead to outcomes that make all 
sides comfortable and make settlement an 
achievable option.
 

Porter Leslie, president of 
Ametros, directs the growth of 
Ametros and works with its 
many partners and clients. 
He built his career leading 
customer-focused businesses in 
healthcare and financial ser-
vices. Prior to Ametros, Porter 

worked in investment banking, private equity and 
corporate development. He resides in Boston with 
his wife and two children. Ametros is USLAW’s 
official future medical fund management partner.

Rich Regna is president of 
Arcadia Settlements Group, 
formerly SFA. Rich has a 
long-standing reputation as 
a leader and high-volume pro-
ducer, bringing over 20 years 
of experience in the structured 
settlement business to his role 

as president of Arcadia Settlements Group. He 
focuses on helping plaintiffs design comprehen-
sive settlement plans to establish a solid post-set-
tlement foundation.  Arcadia Settlements Group 
is USLAW’s official structured settlement partner.
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 By now, the COVID-19 virus has caused 
major shifts in our daily lives, from personal 
interaction to the way we conduct business. 
The technological capability to work virtu-
ally through web-based meetings and con-
ferences is moving at full speed to support 
many industries that previously eschewed 
such technology in favor of an in-person 

meeting—depositions, in our case. For lit-
igation attorneys, it is time to get with the 
times; in fact, it is already past that time.
 There is no doubt that, by now, you 
have been provided with information by 
your litigation support services provider, in-
cluding our company, U.S. Legal Support, 
about the ability to conduct depositions re-

motely. This is exciting news for all of you, 
as litigators, to be able to proceed with what 
we feel is ultimately the most important part 
of the discovery process: the development 
of your case through the sworn testimony 
of a witness at a deposition. Yes, we can do 
this!
 The somewhat infrequently used 
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“remote deposition” will quickly become 
ubiquitous. As practitioners, we will need 
to develop agreed-upon processes and pro-
cedures to follow at remote depositions 
that will be prescribed either by custom, 
statute or court rule. But in the meantime, 
it is helpful to bear a few considerations 
in mind to make your deposition run as 
smoothly and efficiently as possible.

WORK IT OUT WITH OPPOSING 
COUNSEL
 Make sure you are in communication 
with opposing counsel and the witness in 
terms of agreeing on conducting a remote 
deposition. This may seem obvious, but 
there are details to be worked out, such 
as timing of the proceeding for parties, 
witnesses and counsel located in different 
time zones; agreement on the admissibility 
of the deposition (U.S. Legal Support’s re-
porters will perform a read on stipulation 
at the beginning of each deposition); which 
platform will be used; and who will bear cer-
tain costs.
 For example, depending upon which 
service you choose to conduct your remote 
deposition, merely attending the deposi-
tion “virtually” may come with some added 
costs for the witness, opposing counsel, etc. 
If a third-party witness needs equipment to 
be shipped to them to partake in the re-
mote deposition, who is paying for that? Be 
sure that these issues are worked out ahead 
of time, so there are no surprises.

DON’T IGNORE THE TEST CALL
 As is true with U.S. Legal Support’s 
RemoteDepo™ offering, most providers of-
fering remote depositions services will send 
all attendees an email invitation to perform 
a test call. During this call, you will have the 
opportunity to make sure your internet 
service is sufficient for the remote depo-
sition, ensure that your device will work, 
ask questions, and possibly even test some 
of the functions. If you take advantage of 
this opportunity to make sure everything 
will run smoothly, you will be able to par-
ticipate with confidence. Remember, test 
the specific equipment you intend to use 
and at the location you intend to be when 
participating in a remote deposition.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS TO THINK 
ABOUT WITH EXHIBITS
 The best practice for dealing with 
exhibits is to have them scanned in PDF 
format, and in a folder dedicated to the 
deposition on your computer’s desktop. 

With RemoteDepo™ and InstantExhibit™ 
by U.S. Legal Support, you can drag and 
drop the exhibits into your remote depo-
sition, introduce them during the proceed-
ing, and publish them to all parties and the 
witness.
 If possible, name document exhibit 
files using a description of the document, 
so that you can quickly search for it with-
out having to open up multiple files to find 
what you are looking for and put your ex-
hibit files in numbered order before intro-
ducing them. Some software (Acrobat Pro) 
permits you to quickly make an exhibit 
sticker yourself. If you prefer to leave it for 
the reporter to take care of, that is fine as 
well. If you wish to have a paralegal or other 
support staff attend virtually and manage 
the exhibits during the deposition, that can 
be easily arranged.
 You should also give some thought to 
how you might handle third-party witnesses, 
who will show up with documents to their 
deposition; these may include, for example, 
a police officer with a report or his notes or 
an expert witness. It will be incredibly help-
ful—if not absolutely necessary—to have 
those items in electronic form in advance 
of your remote deposition.
 Finally, U.S. Legal Support’s 
InstantExhibit+™ product is an ideal solu-
tion for multiple depositions and complex 
litigation matters, where all of the exhibits 
in a case can be organized in one place. 
Parties will be given permissions to man-
age and organize their own documents 
privately until they are introduced during 
a deposition. Call U.S. Legal Support for a 
demonstration of this or any other product 
or service related to remote depositions.

GIVE ME A BREAK
 Taking a break during a remote depo-
sition is the same as taking a break during 
a normal deposition, with one thing to 
keep in mind: you are potentially still on 
camera and can possibly still be heard. If 
you are having a private conversation, make 
sure that your phone and computer audio 
are muted and that you are off camera. 
Attorney-client conversations or discus-
sions that are intended to be private with 
co-counsel should be handled outside the 
presence of this public video and audio, 
completed through either the private chat 
functions included with the service or com-
pletely off-line through your personal de-
vices.

RECORDING THE CONFERENCE –
DO I NEED A VIDEOGRAPHER?
 Most services providing remote deposi-
tions will allow you to make a video record-
ing of the proceeding. If you intend to use 
this recording at trial in lieu of a videotaped 
deposition, you may want to consult with 
your provider as to just how to accomplish 
this. For example, if you want a recording 
of just the witness, you should make this 
clear, so the recording focuses only to the 
witness’ face.
 At least in California, under CCP 2025, 
there are rules for a legal videographer to 
make very specific read-on announcements 
during the proceedings to make sure the 
work product is easily identified. Query 
whether the lack of such formalities would 
make such a video recording inadmissible. 
The safest play would be to have a legal vid-
eographer record the proceedings. They 
can even reach out to the witness and dis-
cuss backdrops and other issues to ensure a 
usable video product at trial.
 As everyone settles in and becomes 
familiar with the process, we will make fur-
ther recommendations on our website and 
in our collateral. Stay tuned.
 To learn more about U.S. Legal 
Support’s remote solutions, visit our 
RemoteDepo™ resource page at:
https://www.uslegalsupport.com/remot-
edepo-resources/.

James Drimmer is a former 
practicing attorney who spe-
cialized in litigation matters.  
He currently serves as a direc-
tor of client relations within 
U.S. Legal Support.  Prior 
to working for U.S. Legal 
Support, James owned and 

operated his own court reporting firm, Litivate 
Reporting + Trial Services, where he served as the 
firm’s corporate counsel.  U.S. Legal Support ac-
quired Litivate in September of 2019.
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 What a difference a (calendar) year 
makes.  When business leaders sat down at 
the end of 2019 to talk about the coming 
year, it is unlikely that many of them pre-
dicted a global pandemic and widespread 
civil unrest in the United States.  The 
possibility of multiple contract partners 
breaching their agreements in Q2 was prob-
ably considered negligible.  But times have 
changed, and as the saying goes, “Those who 
cannot remember the past are condemned 
to repeat it.”  Smart companies will learn 
their lessons and amend their contracts.  
This article offers some considerations and 
suggestions for doing just that.

CONDITIONAL PERFORMANCE
 First, determine what triggers perfor-
mance.  Are additional steps necessary be-
fore the parties can perform?  Is the ability 
of a seller to source raw materials from an 
outside vendor or the ability of the buyer to 
secure financing for the purchase a prereq-
uisite?
 These are real problems in the current 
environment, and if your contract does not 
spell out these contingencies and account 
for third-party delays, your company could 
be faced with losses or litigation.  Pay close 
attention to what your contracts—including 

the terms and conditions of any invoices or 
purchase orders—say about performance 
triggers and delays.  Are extensions possible?

DEALING WITH DELAYS
 Many contracts attempt to address un-
anticipated delays through force majeure or 
“Acts of God” provisions.  While the lan-
guage varies in each agreement, the general 
concept is that a party may be excused from 
performance if certain unanticipated events 
occur that are outside that party’s control.  
If the relevant clause endeavors to list exam-
ples of qualifying events rather than using 
general language, wars and natural disasters 
will probably make the list, but what about 
pandemics, civil unrest, or governmental 
orders?  The goal is always to honor the 
parties’ intent, so most courts narrowly in-
terpret force majeure provisions.  Less is more 
here; detailed language hampers a court’s 
ability to fashion an equitable result.
 Also consider invoking the doctrines of 
impossibility, impracticality, or frustration 
of purpose, if possible.  These defenses are 
broader than any specific contract provision 
and can even provide relief where perfor-
mance is technically still possible, but not 
practical or economically feasible.

CHOICE OF LAW
 Many states have adopted the U.C.C., 
which affords some predictability in con-
tracting.  Courts differ in determining things 
like foreseeability, whether performance is 
truly impossible or just more burdensome 
and less profitable, and causation (e.g., did 
the pandemic itself cause the disruption, 
or were there intervening factors, such as 
a change in supply or demand or a stay-at-
home order).
 And what about international con-
tracts?  Civil law jurisdictions such as Canada, 
France, and Germany have codified force ma-
jeure and similar concepts, while common 
law jurisdictions such as Australia, India, 
and the U.K. generally recognize related 
doctrines like frustration and impracticality.  
If your contract does not spell out what hap-
pens in the event of unanticipated delays, 
it is important to consider what options are 
available under the applicable law.

LIMITING EXPOSURE
 When issues arise, are you protected?  
When it comes time to renew or renegoti-
ate your agreements, talk to your trusted 
advisors and consider the following:  Do 
you have the right insurance coverage in 
the right amounts?  Do you have indemnity 
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agreements in place so that you do not get 
caught in between your supplier and your 
buyer, and whipsawed for delays that aren’t 
your fault?  Is your liability limited to com-
pensatory damages and capped at the value 
of your contract, or are you susceptible to 
claims for consequential damages?

RIGHT TO TERMINATE
 Assume the pandemic or the civil unrest 
have affected commerce so drastically that 
one of the parties to an agreement claims 
force majeure.  Can the entire contract be can-
celled or are additional steps required, such 
as the submission of a mitigation plan?  Must 
you allow for alternative performance or rea-
sonable extensions?  Subsequent action or 
inaction by the parties can be used to show 
waiver or modification of the agreement, es-
pecially if the behavior is inconsistent with 
contract terms.
 If your contract does not have force ma-
jeure language, consider alternative ways of 
leveraging the best result for your particu-
lar circumstances.  Compare UCC § 2-615, 
which allows cancellation when perfor-
mance becomes unforeseeably impractica-
ble, with Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
§ 269, which allows for the temporary sus-
pension of contract obligations, but does not 
generally excuse performance. U.S. Courts 
relied on Section 269 in the period follow-
ing the 9/11 attacks and the 2008 financial 
crisis, and they could do so again in pandem-
ic-related litigation.
 If current events have taught us any-
thing, it is that contracting parties should 
not only know the process for dealing with 
delays and disruptions under their current 
agreements, but they also must think proac-
tively about how to handle the issue in future 
contracts.

RISK TOLERANCE AND DAMAGES 
 Proactive thinking requires a careful 
consideration of all parties’ tolerance for 
risk.  What modifications, delays or mitiga-
tion efforts can you all tolerate?  Can you 
invoke a liquidated damages clause, a pro-
vision for lost profits or business interrup-
tion costs, or set new conditions to allow 
for performance, such as an allowance for 
increased overhead or expenses?
 If you are already in the dispute or res-
olution stage, what are the respective goals 
and expense tolerance?  Weigh the merits of 
the specific dispute vs. the importance of the 
overall contract relationship.  Is the upside 
worth the risk? 

COMMUNICATIONS
 More than ever, communication is crit-
ical. Proactive companies can control the 

message and the messengers, identify what 
platforms or devices are used to commu-
nicate, and take steps to preserve relevant 
data.  Do you need to consider modifying 
default deletion rules, implementing an ar-
chiving system, or copying personal or mo-
bile devices?
 As always, it is important for clients to 
share information with counsel in a way that 
protects any privileges.  If warranted, take 
steps to qualify communications as settle-
ment communications.  Although privilege 
rules vary greatly by jurisdiction, involve your 
legal team in the process early and often; 
don’t just copy them on emails.

WHAT ABOUT GOOD FAITH?
 Most states do not require good faith 
during the negotiation phase, but once an 
agreement has been reached, a duty of good 
faith and fair dealing is usually implied be-
tween the parties to the agreement.  In the 
broadest sense, every party has a duty not 
to hinder any other party’s performance.  
Choice of law is again important and should 
guide the decision-making process.
 There is little reason to believe that 
courts will ignore this important concept 
because of a global pandemic or widespread 
protests or demonstrations.  To the contrary, 
good faith cooperation may be more import-
ant now than ever before in the parties’ rela-
tionship and (if you do wind up in a dispute) 
efforts to work together on extensions and 
modifications will likely be viewed much 
more favorably than a tenuous or self-serving 
attempt to terminate contracts based on Acts 
of God or claims of impossibility.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
STILL APPLY 
 Finally, ethical rules apply even during 
a global pandemic or in times of civil un-
rest or economic turmoil.  Modifications or 
changes to your contracts and discussions 
regarding changes should take place within 
ethical boundaries.
 When considering modifications, be 
aware of jurisdictional variations in ethical 
rules, including global cultures and norms. 
Confidentiality rules always apply, and coun-
sel must protect confidential information 
provided by clients during negotiations or 
even discussions of extensions or modifica-
tions of the contract terms, to address possi-
ble breaches.
 To protect confidential information, 
look to the original letter of intent, or con-
sider a mutual confidentiality agreement, 
limiting the scope of persons with access 
to confidential information or cloaking 
it under settlement negotiation rules. 
Remember that even if settlement negotia-

tions are inadmissible, they may not be pro-
tected from discovery.
 Remember, too, that ethical duties may 
apply to a lawyer’s relationship with the cor-
porate entity rather than its employees—this 
is especially true when directors, officers or 
employees violate the law or engage in be-
havior that could potentially harm the or-
ganization.  Counsel and business leaders 
should work together to ensure that the cor-
poration’s interest is protected even during 
times of economic stress.
 Even in tense times, lawyers are not 
permitted to knowingly advance a contract 
claim or defense that is unwarranted or has 
no basis in the law, unless that position is 
warranted by a good faith argument for ex-
tension, modification, or reversal of existing 
law.  Lawyers also have a duty of honesty to 
courts and tribunals, as well as to adversaries 
and third parties.  In working through con-
tract delays and disruptions, a lawyer may 
not make false statements or directly mislead 
another party.

CONCLUSION
 We are living in a strange new world.  
There are myriad ways for companies and 
the lawyers who represent them to legally 
and ethically negotiate or modify contracts 
to help prevent anticipated problems (or 
even address unanticipated ones) by being 
proactive.  In fact, now may be the perfect 
time to not only examine your existing con-
tracts, but also to reach out to key business 
partners to discuss ways to assist and cooper-
ate on accommodations and extensions, so 
that we can all get through this together.

Sarah Thomas Pagels is a 
partner with Laffey, Leitner 
& Goode LLC in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. Sarah advises and 
defends clients in general com-
mercial matters, product liability 
and toxic tort matters, e-discov-
ery matters, and professional 

malpractice claims.  She focuses on the details while 
keeping the big picture in mind.  

John Halpin is a partner with 
Laffey, Leitner & Goode LLC 
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
where he litigates all manner of 
commercial disputes, including 
those involving construction 
projects, shareholder and fi-
duciary obligations, and vio-

lations of franchise and dealership laws. John also 
provides advice on risk management and defends 
catastrophic injury cases.
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Protecting Your 
Company’s Intellectual 

Property
Robert H. Eichenberger and Robert J. Theuerkauf      Middleton Reutlinger

 Managing your company’s assets during 
tough economic times can be challenging.  
But as easy as it may be to focus only on tan-
gible assets, companies should pay particu-
lar attention to their intellectual property 
(“IP”) assets during lean times, as IP assets 
often constitute a significant proportion 
of a company’s value, and can be the en-
gine for growth as the economy improves.  
 When it comes to reducing costs and in-
creasing efficiencies, companies often focus 
on the relative costs and benefits of their 
various assets.  These include tangible assets, 
such as real property and personal property 
(physical assets) as well as intangible prop-
erty, such as IP.  Intellectual property is the 
form of intangible property related to the 
various creations of the human mind.  There 

are four types of IP:  patents, trademarks, 
copyrights, and trade secrets, and compa-
nies should understand and evaluate each 
to ensure allocation of proper resources to 
the acquisition, protection, and use of the IP 
asset.  This analysis turns, in part, on the type 
of IP involved.  The various forms of IP, even 
for a purely domestic IP asset, involve differ-
ing laws and regulations, and therefore dif-
ferent costs and benefits.  An understanding 
of each type of IP can help a company make 
informed decisions regarding its portfolio.
 Patents are governed by federal statutes 
and protect inventions related to any new 
and useful process, machine, manufacture, or 
composition of matter, or any new and useful 
improvement thereof.  An invention com-
prises two components: conception (the idea 

for solving a problem or satisfying a perceived 
need) and reduction to practice (the details 
of how the solution proposed by the idea is 
achieved).  Three types of U.S. patents exist: 
utility patents, design patents, and plant pat-
ents.  Utility patents, likely the most familiar, 
can protect things such as the structure and 
function of an apparatus, steps in a method 
for achieving a particular result, pharma-
ceuticals, computer-implemented processes, 
and many other inventions.  In order to be 
patentable, however, each invention must 
satisfy the statutorily mandated criteria of 
novelty (it must be new), non-obviousness 
(it must not have been obvious to someone 
skilled in the art), and utility (it must be use-
ful or be likely to do what is claimed).  Utility 
patents, once issued, require three main-
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tenance fees to be paid over the life of the 
patent if the owner intends to keep the pat-
ent alive.  With exceptions for certain types 
of inventions, and for delays by the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office in exam-
ining the patent application, a utility patent 
can have a term of 20 years from the earli-
est effective filing date of the application.  
 Design patents protect any new, original, 
and ornamental design for an article of man-
ufacture.  A design patent protects the sur-
face ornamentation, shape, or appearance of 
an article (think Coca-Cola® bottle).  Design 
patents issuing from applications filed on or 
after May 13, 2015, have a duration of 15 
years from issuance (14 years for older appli-
cations) and require no maintenance fees.  
 Plant patents protect asexually repro-
duced new and distinct varieties of plants, 
other than tuber propagated plants.  Plant 
patents also generally have a term of 20 
years from the earliest effective filing date.  
 In general, to obtain any rights to en-
force a patent, the patent owner must first 
obtain an issued patent.  That is, patent rights 
do not generally inhere from the moment of 
creation.  So, for this and other reasons, it is 
important for a company to keep track of its 
inventions internally and to file a patent ap-
plication as soon as possible on any that could 
potentially provide a business advantage.  
  Trademarks can involve both federal 
law and state law.  A trademark is any word, 
phrase, symbol, and/or design that iden-
tifies and distinguishes the source of the 
goods or services of one party from those 
of another party.  The term of a trademark 
can be as long as the owner of the mark 
continues to use the mark in commerce as-
sociated with the respective product or ser-
vice.  One must generally use a trademark 
in commerce in order to obtain a federal 
trademark registration.  Trademark rights 
can arise prior to issuance of the federal 
registration, as soon as the owner uses the 
mark in commerce associated with the rel-
evant goods or services.  Also, one can file 
an application based on a bona fide intent 
to use the mark in commerce even before 
using the trademark commercially.  While 
trademark rights can arise from use alone, 
owners of trademarks receive several sig-
nificant benefits related to protecting the 
asset with federal trademark registration.  
Therefore, companies should evaluate its 
product and service offerings to determine 
if a trademark registration could bring value.
 Copyrights, like patents, are governed 
by federal law.  A copyright is a form of 
protection granted to authors of original 
works of authorship.  The types of origi-
nal works suitable for copyright are many, 
and include such things as literary works 
(including computer software); musical 

works; dramatic works; pictorial, graphic, 
and sculptural works; motion pictures; 
sound recordings; and architectural works.  
Copyright protection extends only to the 
expressions of these ideas, not to the ideas 
themselves.  The duration of copyrights var-
ies greatly depending on the type of work, 
the identity of the author, and the dates of 
creation and publication, but in general for 
works created on or after January 1, 1978, 
the term of the copyright is the life of the 
author plus 70 years.  For some works cre-
ated by an employee or pursuant to a writ-
ten contract, the duration is the shorter of 
95 years from publication or 120 years from 
creation.  Copyright rights arise as soon as 
an original work of authorship is fixed in 
a tangible form, but, like trademarks, addi-
tional benefits related to protecting the asset 
come with federal registration.  Therefore, 
companies should consider the relative ben-
efits of applying for a federal registration.
 Trade Secrets are governed by both fed-
eral and state laws, with most states having ad-
opted statutes similar to the federal Uniform 
Trade Secrets Act.  Trade secrets comprise 
information that derives value from the very 
fact of being kept secret.  Basically, any form 
of valuable information can be the subject of 
trade secret protection, including formulas, 
recipes, programs, devices, methods, cus-
tomer lists, and the like.  In general, trade 
secrets can protect many of the same types 
of innovations that the patent laws can pro-
tect, so a company must decide which type 
of protection is best for each asset.  Patent 
laws require inventors to provide a publicly 
available disclosure of their invention in ex-
change for the 20-year protection afforded 
by the issued patent.  But once the patent 
has expired, the invention claimed no lon-
ger has any protection.  Trade secrets, on 
the other hand, can last indefinitely, lim-
ited primarily to how long the owner can 
maintain secrecy.  Therefore, certain types 
of information might be better protected 
as a patent or a trade secret, depending 
on various business and competitive issues.  
 Apart from considering the different 
types of IP a company might possess, com-
panies must also consider whether they have 
policies in place to protect their IP with 
respect to their employees.  For example, 
there is a presumption that an invention 
developed by an employee belongs to the 
employee, not the employer, unless the 
invention was developed in the ordinary 
course of the employee’s job duties or there 
is an express agreement to the contrary.  
However, even under the former exception, 
ownership of that invention can often be 
open to debate.  Consequently, companies 
should have employment agreements, re-
gardless of an employee’s job duties, that 

expressly provide that ownership of the 
employee’s inventions resides with the com-
pany.  Further, such an agreement should 
be drafted to encompass any copyrightable 
works or trade secrets as well.  Additionally, 
to aid the company in keeping track of such 
IP the employment agreement should re-
quire the employee to disclose to the com-
pany the development of any protectable 
works or inventions.  And, to minimize pos-
sible disputes regarding ownership later, the 
employment agreement should provide that 
the employee presently assign, upon execu-
tion of the employment agreement, any and 
all rights, including future rights, to any IP. 
 Moreover, a company’s employment 
agreements should separately address the 
company’s trade secrets.  As mentioned 
above, for an idea to be protected as a trade 
secret, it must be kept secret.  Therefore, 
employees must be bound to secrecy, not 
only while employed but even after they 
leave the company.  Consequently, it is pru-
dent for companies to have employment 
agreements that also contain a non-disclo-
sure provision that binds the employee even 
after she or he leaves the company.  Finally, 
if allowed under the laws of a company’s 
particular jurisdiction, a company should 
consider a non-compete provision to further 
protect its IP from reaching the company’s 
competitors through former employees.  
 Companies should identify their IP 
assets and weigh the benefits that each 
brings to the company’s bottom line and, 
if worthy, timely seek the proper protec-
tion for such assets.  In tough economic 
times, a company’s IP, so long as it is 
properly protected, may be its best asset.
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lectual property practice group 
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Louisville, Kentucky.  He fo-
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management.  He is a registered patent attor-
ney and is admitted to practice in Indiana and 
Kentucky.
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“I came in here with pictures 
of stop signs. I came in here 

with pictures of rampant 
corporate neglect. We have a 

duty here as a jury. We are 
holding corporations account-
able. This is one of the things 

they are responsible for, but 
our duty as a citizen – my 

duty as a juror – is to bring 
justice. Justice for all wrong-

doing by this corporation 
since its inception over a

hundred years ago.”

  Words like these, from the mouth of 
a mock juror determined from the start 
of deliberations to stand by a pro-plaintiff 
verdict, are not unique.  They resemble 
many other juror diatribes we have heard 
during jury selections and post-trial inter-
views across the nation.  While few fall on 
this extreme end of the spectrum, anti-cor-
porate bias is a problem for any company 
accused of wrongdoing in a lawsuit.  Like 
this gentleman, some jurors are tempted to 
focus their anger on any perceived wrong-
doing, rather than the specific case at hand 
or what caused the plaintiff’s injuries.  
 For others, the bias can manifest in 
more subtle ways.  For instance, when we 
ask jurors why they found for the plaintiff 
in post-trial interviews, the most common 
response is, “Because the company didn’t 
prove….”  This tendency to shift the bur-
den is observed in our mock jurors, too; 
on their background questionnaires, we 

routinely see roughly half of the jurors 
agreeing that “When an individual sues a 
company, the company should have the 
burden of proving it did not do anything 
wrong” over the alternative, “…the individ-
ual should have the burden of proving the 
company did something wrong.”  
 Although defense counsel use many 
methods to combat anti-corporate bias at 
trial, one crucial strategy for every company 
facing litigation is developing and polishing 
the company story.

WHY YOUR COMPANY
STORY MATTERS
 Plaintiff attorneys are skilled at spin-
ning a story that is fraught with emotion, 
motive, and inaccuracies.  We often say, 
“Plaintiffs have the easier story to tell” when 
they can play “loose and fast” with the facts.  
Thus, the temptation of many defendant 
companies is to focus primarily on refuting 
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the plaintiff’s allegations to set the record 
straight.  The presumption is that since the 
plaintiff bears the burden of proof, the de-
fense need only poke enough holes to en-
sure that burden cannot be met for each 
element of the claim.  
 For the reasons discussed above, that’s 
a precarious presumption to make, but 
there are additional reasons why it isn’t 
enough merely to respond to the plaintiff’s 
allegations.  A purely defensive approach 
can lead to a disjointed case story that is dif-
ficult for jurors to follow.  This can be detri-
mental because jurors, as humans, think in 
stories.  They want to know the setting, who 
the parties are, what happened, and what 
motives were behind the parties’ actions.  
Focusing solely on refuting the plaintiff’s 
case leaves jurors to fill in the gaps of who 
your company is and why it does what it 
does.  And they will do so based on their 
own experiences with corporations, what 
they’ve heard in the news, or worse – plain-
tiff’s counsel’s depictions.  
 So, rather than leaving jurors with only 
the plaintiff’s words and their own biases to 
inform who your company is, it’s important 
to think about what you want jurors to know 
about your company and how you plan to 
convey that information.

BUILDING YOUR COMPANY STORY
 When considering what to include in 
your company story, we recommend con-
ducting a brain-storming session between 
trial counsel and company representatives, 
with the option of including an experi-
enced consultant to facilitate theme devel-
opment.  Questions to ask when building 
the company story include:

• Who are you?  Let jurors know who 
your company truly is.  It is very easy 
to think of corporations as faceless en-
tities who will always put their bottom 
line above their customers.  As such, 
it is vital to humanize your company.  
Carefully consider your corporate 
designee; the person selected should 
be prepared to incorporate messages 
about the company’s history, people, 
and values throughout their deposi-
tion testimony and at trial. 

• What distinguishes your company?  
Separate your company from the pack.  
In our surveys, we frequently find that 
while jurors often have a negative view 
of corporations generally, they tend 
to have much more positive views of 
individual corporations, particularly if 
they perceive that corporation as hav-
ing good practices and good products.  
Combat plaintiffs’ often-used “macro” 

approach – e.g., lumping your com-
pany’s behavior with all corporations, 
preying on jurors’ broad negative 
attitudes – by focusing them on the 
“micro” elements that make your com-
pany unique and likeable.  How are you 
different from other companies in your 
industry?  What initiatives and practices 
has your company enacted?  The more 
positive and proactive associations the 
jurors have with your company, the 
more likely they are to set aside previ-
ous assumptions and view your com-
pany as an exception to the rule.

• How do you go “above and beyond”?  
Time and time again, jurors tell us 
that meeting industry or federal stan-
dards is the “bare minimum” for cor-
porations.  Jurors want companies to 
go “above and beyond” what others in 
the industry are doing.  So, where are 
the areas your company has exceeded 
expectations?  How is your company 
seeking to be better than others in the 
industry?  Where are your standards 
tighter?  What safety improvements 
have you made?  These are all ways to 
help jurors further distinguish your 
company’s commitment to its employ-
ees, its customers, and the public.

CONVEYING YOUR COMPANY STORY
 Communicating your company story 
begins in discovery.  It will be important for 
counsel to accumulate information during 
the discovery process that can flesh out 
the company story.  Early theme develop-
ment is useful precisely so that counsel can 
be sure to seek out evidence to support it 
and think about ways to increase the likeli-
hood that the information can be admitted 
should the case proceed to trial.  We can’t 
stress enough how important it is to start 
building the company story early; there is 
nothing more frustrating than developing a 
thematic story after discovery is over only to 
realize there isn’t a witness who can testify 
to reinforce a key theme.  
 Speaking of which, witnesses should 
be taught how to affirmatively communi-
cate your themes, even when responding 
to plaintiff’s counsel’s questions.  Ideally, 
a practice Q&A between the witnesses and 
defense counsel affords witnesses an op-
portunity to reinforce these habits.  For 
example, in a recent trucking case we as-
sisted on, it was important for the company 
to emphasize the experience of its drivers.  
So, when faced with “reptile” questions 
such as, “Would you agree safety is a top 
priority?”, we taught the witness to respond 
with phrases such as, “We only hire drivers 
with at least five years of CDL experience 

because safety is an important goal for us, 
yes.”  
 When it comes to trial, focusing only 
on the plaintiff’s claims gives the plaintiff 
the power to set the agenda and cement 
their story, at the expense of your company.  
This defensive stance communicates to ju-
rors that “the company has something to 
hide” or that “it is guilty of something.”  As 
advocates for a defendant, it is only natural 
to want to hit the plaintiff’s claims head on; 
however, we recommend fighting that natu-
ral urge and moving away from developing 
an opening statement that simply lists the 
plaintiff’s claims followed by a discussion of 
each one.  
 Instead, we recommend formulating 
the opening in a manner that first seeks to 
tell the affirmative defense narrative, which 
incorporates the company story.  Our re-
search has shown that by being affirmative 
about your company, who it is, and its ac-
tions, counsel not only gains credibility with 
the jury, but so does its client.  Presumably, 
the narrative will refute the plaintiff’s 
claims without having to recite them, and 
when that’s not feasible, responses to the 
plaintiff’s allegations come to light organ-
ically, as a side comment within your de-
fense story.  

CONCLUSION
 By humanizing your company, you 
have more control of the story jurors are 
developing in their heads and can more 
easily avoid getting cast as the faceless vil-
lain.  This gives your company more control 
over the narrative as a whole and exchanges 
a reactive strategy for a proactive one. 
 Not every juror can be swayed by a 
good company story, and not all the good 
information you want to tell the jurors can 
be admitted, especially if there are con-
cerns about opening the door to the bad.  
Nevertheless, framing your case with an af-
firmative case narrative can be a powerful 
weapon for battling anti-corporate bias.    

Dr. Katrina Cook of 
Litigation Insights has 11 
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legal communication, jury 
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ward the facts of a case and how other factors, 
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implementing themes discovered during this re-
search into their case argument.  
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ADVANCEMENT
RIGHTS IN OFFICER

AND DIRECTOR
LIABILITY CASES

 Advancement and indemnification 
rights can radically change the analysis 
and strategy in bringing or defending 
officer and director liability cases.  As 
such, it is critical to understand the po-
tential rights and liabilities in such cases. 
Indemnification and advancement rights 
are corollary rights, both providing mech-
anisms by which a company may reimburse 
its officers, directors, or managers for 
expenses incurred in legal proceedings.  

Indemnification provides for an officer, di-
rector or member to have his or her legal 
fees and expenses, and perhaps a judgment 
against him or her, paid by the company 
at the conclusion of the legal proceeding.  
Most statutes governing corporations pro-
vide for mandatory indemnification of an 
officer or director who is successful in de-
fending an action.  In contrast, most lim-
ited liability company statutes lack similar 
mandatory indemnification provisions.  

 However, all states grant corporations 
and limited liability companies discretion 
to expand indemnification and advance-
ment rights.  Thus, companies can assume 
obligations to indemnify an officer, direc-
tor or manager even if not successful on 
the merits. Companies may also elect to 
provide advancement rights to officers and 
directors pending the outcome of the legal 
matter.  Unlike indemnification rights, ad-
vancement rights provide for interim relief 
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from the legal costs to an officer, director 
or manager during the pendency of a legal 
matter.  Because the costs associated with a 
legal matter can be staggering, any attorney 
representing an officer, director or man-
ager should consider whether advancement 
rights are available.  
 Companies frequently exercise their 
discretion to offer expanded indemnifica-
tion and advancement rights to officers, 
directors, managers, and sometimes even 
other employees.  When recruiting compe-
tent and capable officers, directors, man-
agers and employees, indemnification and 
advancement rights can be a recruiting 
enticement.  Additionally, indemnification 
and advancement rights can deter frivolous 
claims by shareholders or corporate offi-
cials against officers, directors or managers 
because of the knowledge the fees and ex-
penses of the officer, director or manager 
would be borne by the corporation.  

WHAT IS AN ADVANCEMENT RIGHT? 
 Advancement refers to the right pro-
vided to an officer, director or manager to 
have certain legal fees and expenses paid 
by the company in specific circumstances 
when the officer, director or manager be-
comes involved in a legal matter.  While 
similar to indemnification rights in many 
respects, advancement rights are distinct 
rights.  Unlike indemnification rights, ad-
vancement rights do not require the officer, 
director or manager to be successful in the 
legal proceeding before she may enforce 
her advancement rights.  The primary goal 
of advancement rights is to provide interim 
relief from the financial pressures a legal 
action may put on a company official.  
 The scope of the advancement right is 
determined by the governing documents 
of the company that provide the right.  
Companies frequently provide advance-
ment rights in their articles of organization, 
articles of incorporation, by-laws and/or 
operating agreement.  If those documents 
are silent as to whether the company has as-
sumed advancement obligations, there may 
be other documents affording the rights to 
the officer, director or manager.  Attorneys 
should inquire into the existence and con-
tents of other contracts or agreements be-
tween the company and the official, such as 
employment contracts or director indemni-
fication agreements.  
 Companies considering adopting ad-
vancement rights should ensure their gov-
erning documents are carefully crafted to 
afford rights as intended.  This is particu-
larly important given two things.  First, the 
only prerequisite to receipt of the advance-

ment rights is a written document whereby 
the officer or director agrees to repay the 
advanced expenses and attest that the facts 
known to him or her at the time would not 
preclude indemnification.  The obligation 
to repay triggers only if he or she is later de-
termined not to have met the appropriate 
standard of conduct for an officer or direc-
tor.  Further, the officer or director need 
not demonstrate he has the means to repay 
the company.  Second, advancement rights 
are enforced in summary proceedings with 
many presumptions afforded the officer or 
director in favor of advancement.  
 Because of the summary nature of the 
proceeding, the scope of it is narrow.  The 
court will only inquire into whether the 
claims asserted against an officer or direc-
tor fall within the category of claims that 
the corporation agreed to advance.  The 
officer or director is not required to prove 
that he or she will be indemnified in order 
to obtain advancement.  Therefore, if the 
advancement right is not carefully crafted, 
the company could find itself extending 
advancement for claims or expenses that 
were not intended due to the nature of the 
enforcement proceeding.   
 Companies and their attorneys should 
also consider whether advancement or in-
demnification rights afforded to officers 
and directors may extend to wholly owned 
subsidiaries of the company.  Some courts 
have held a parent company’s advancement 
provisions applied to officers and directors 
of a wholly owned subsidiary when corpo-
rate formalities are not well-observed be-
tween the parent and subsidiary. 
 Beyond drafting corporate documents, 
a company considering a claim against an 
officer or director should consider whether 
any of the claims asserted would be subject 
to advancement.  If so, the company and 
its shareholders or members could be re-
sponsible for not only its own litigation 
costs, but also those of the officer or direc-
tor it is suing. Companies can minimize 
some of those costs by obtaining Director 
and Officer liability insurance, but the eco-
nomic impact of litigation can extend be-
yond those limits.   
 Additionally, shareholders or members 
of a company considering claims against 
an officer, director or manager should be 
aware that advancement of expenses may 
be due to the officer, director or manager.  
This potentially results in the shareholder 
or member depleting cash or assets avail-
able for distributions.  
 Finally, companies and attorneys 
should carefully consider whether to chal-
lenge an officer or director’s request for ad-

vancement.  Courts tend to resolve disputes 
in favor of advancement benefitting the of-
ficer or director, despite the nature of the 
alleged misconduct on the part of the offi-
cer or director.  Importantly, an officer or 
director who brings an advancement action 
to enforce her rights is frequently awarded 
her fees in bringing the advancement ac-
tion, resulting in an award of fees on fees.  
Accordingly, unless fees on fees are ex-
pressly excluded under the organizational 
documents or agreements giving rise to 
the advancement rights, companies should 
carefully consider the benefits versus costs 
of denying a request for advancement.  

CONCLUSION
 As one court aptly stated: “Litigation 
is an occupational hazard for corporate di-
rectors.”  Thus, savvy individuals consider-
ing service on a company’s board or as an 
officer will frequently ensure the company 
affords not only indemnification rights, 
but also advancement rights.  Companies 
seeking to attract talented leaders often 
choose to provide these rights to attract 
the best managers, officers and directors.   
Companies should carefully craft advance-
ment provisions to ensure the scope of 
advancement obligations is considered.  
Further, any attorney involved in a legal 
proceeding involving companies should 
be aware of the advancement right and its 
implications for the official and the com-
pany.  Any attorney representing an officer 
or director in a legal proceeding should 
carefully determine whether advancement 
rights are available.  If so, those rights can 
provide a significant financial benefit to 
the officer and director to avoid out-of-
pocket expenses in defending the proceed-
ing.  Similarly, a company considering any 
claim against an officer or director should 
weigh the costs and benefits of pursuing 
the claim if advancement rights are af-
forded.  Otherwise, the company may find 
itself fronting not only its own litigation 
expenses, but also those of the individual 
against whom the claim is asserted.  It is 
important, therefore, for attorneys to care-
fully investigate the existence and scope of 
advancement rights for their clients. 
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Do
Jurors

Decide After 
Opening 

Statements?
 You may have seen or heard grand 
claims like these over the years, from a vari-
ety of sources.
 Granted, few would disagree that 
opening statements are crucial; they are 
an opportunity to start telling your story, 
introduce case themes, and provide jurors 
a framework to make sense of the informa-
tion they will hear throughout the case.  We 
have certainly seen first-hand the influence 
they can have on jurors.  However, in our 
decades of studying juror behavior, these 
80%-or-so claims always seemed inflated.
To examine their validity, we first con-
ducted a literature search, revealing mul-
tiple sources citing numbers like these.  
However, none of these sources conducted 
research to back the claim, and many could 
not provide a reliable citation (or any cita-
tion at all) for the statistic.
 As far as we can tell, it is likely that the 

80% number originated from a 1966 study3 

or a 1959 study4 – either way the statistics 
were taken entirely out of context.  Rather 
than investigating the effects of opening 
statements, these studies examined the 
consistency in decisions between judges 
and jurors as well as changes in decisions 
during deliberations.  In fact, one puzzled 
author from the 1966 study eventually 
penned an article to address the resulting 
myth.  As he pointed out, “Nowhere in The 
American Jury’s 438 pages can one even find 
the words ‘opening statement.’”5  Although 
his clarification was made years ago, the 
general myth has persevered and seemingly 
entered the legal conscience as a kind of 
vague “wisdom.”  
 Meanwhile, the question endures as 
to how open-minded jurors actually remain 
following opening statements.  To examine 
this issue ourselves, we turned to our data-

base of mock trial statistics to analyze how 
many of our jurors stuck to their leaning 
after opening statements and the factors 
that may have affected their consistency.

STUDY 1
 In our first study, we used juror data 
from 12 mock trials, which included 337 
participants, to examine the percentage 
of jurors who do not change their opinion 
at all after opening statements.  Jurors had 
been asked to indicate their “leaning” in 
the case – which we coded as either “de-
fense,” “plaintiff,” or “unsure” – at several 
points throughout the exercise, including 
after opening statements, after plaintiff 
and defense case presentations, after the 
plaintiff rebuttal, and after deliberations.  
To answer our question, we assessed the 
variance of jurors’ leanings throughout the 
mock trial – that is, whether their leanings 
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“[A]s many as 80% of jurors make up their mind
immediately after hearing the opening statements.” 1  

“About 80-90 percent of jurors make up their minds about how they are
going to vote at the conclusion of opening statements.” 2
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deviated after the opening statements.  
 Analyses revealed that only 26.7% of 
jurors held to a consistent leaning follow-
ing opening statements – far less than the 
oft-quoted 80% figure.  Even among those 
who favored a particular side after open-
ings, nearly two thirds later changed their 
leaning.  Furthermore, 25% of jurors were 
unsure after openings; among them, 48% 
ultimately supported the defense, 42% sup-
ported the plaintiff, and 10% remained un-
decided.  
 Looking at it from another angle, 
when comparing leanings at only two 
points in time – after opening statements 
and after deliberations – we found that only 
57% of jurors reached a final decision that 
matched their leaning after opening state-
ments.  That is to say, even if we just focus 
on jurors’ final decision in comparison to 
their conclusion after opening statements, 
the figure is still substantially less than 80%.
Ultimately, we found that a sizable major-
ity do not “decide the case” after opening 
statements, and they can keep an open 
mind and adjust their opinions after hear-
ing new information. 

STUDY 2
 In a second study, we examined data 
from 10 mock trials conducted over the 
past year, which included 319 participants.  
Jurors were asked their case leaning (i.e., 
defense, plaintiff, or unsure) between six 
and 17 times throughout the course of the 
exercise, depending on the case.  As a re-
sult, this study assessed jurors’ opinions at 
more points in time than our first study, 
allowing us to see if the proportion who re-
mained consistent would decrease due to 
more opportunities to change.  Again, we 
looked at whether jurors’ leanings deviated 
from their initial post-openings leaning.  In 
addition, cases were noted as either having 
disputed facts or not (i.e., cases where ju-
rors were to determine intent, reasonable-
ness, or an interpretation of undisputed 
facts).
 Study 2 revealed that 33.2% of jurors 
remained consistent in their leanings fol-
lowing opening statements – not too far 
off from the 26.7% figure found in Study 

1.  This time, 22.3% of jurors were unsure 
following openings; among them, 40.8% 
ended up supporting the defense, 56.3% 
supported the plaintiff, and 2.8% remained 
undecided.  Since these figures are quite 
similar to those found in our first study, it 
does not appear that the additional mea-
suring points had a notable influence on 
consistency.  
 Multiple variables affected changes 
in leanings.  First, cases with disputes over 
what occurred factually had significantly 
more fluctuations than cases calling for an 
interpretation of undisputed facts.  This 
finding is likely because when facts are 
disputed, the evidence and testimony are 
more necessary to fully understand what 
happened.  On the other hand, when jurors 
must rely on their subjective experiences 
and interpretations of the law to make 
judgments about intent, reasonableness, 
or wrongfulness, there is less room for new 
information to have an influence.
 Younger jurors were also significantly 
more likely to exhibit fluctuations than 
older jurors.  This is an effect we have seen 
for some time and is likely because younger 
jurors have less life experience and there-
fore fewer ingrained opinions pertaining 
to events at issue in trials.  Again, the more 
that jurors rely on their previous experi-
ences, the less their decisions will be influ-
enced by new information.  For example, 
in a case where investors lost a significant 
amount of money, jurors in their 20s and 
30s may find the topic foreign, so their de-
cisions will likely be heavily influenced by 
evidence and testimony.  By contrast, older 
jurors are more likely to have experienced 
losing invested money, and they likely have 
opinions about how it happened; this expe-
rience can thus interact with the informa-
tion at trial and shape their decision.
 Finally, plaintiff jurors were signifi-
cantly less likely to change their opinion 
following opening statements than defense 
jurors.  There may be two reasons why this 
occurred:  First, jurors who do not change 
their leaning throughout trial may be es-
pecially influenced by what is known as 
“confirmation bias.”  This is a bias whereby 
a person forms an opinion early on and fil-

ters subsequent information to reinforce 
that opinion.  In a trial context, the juror 
gives more weight to evidence that supports 
his or her opinion and counterargues or ig-
nores evidence that undermines his or her 
opinion.  People who are affected most by 
this bias will likely favor the first side they 
hear – the plaintiff.  The second reason why 
plaintiff jurors may be less likely to change 
their initial decision is because of the na-
ture of cases:  Plaintiffs argue that they 
are harmed by a defendant, and some are 
very emotional.  Jurors on the panel who 
are “emotional thinkers” may be swayed by 
these appeals, relying more on a feeling or 
intuition rather than facts when reaching 
their decision.  Therefore, these jurors will 
likely start out favoring the plaintiff and ad-
just their leaning only minimally, if at all, 
in response to the more fact-based defense 
case. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS
 In conclusion, the claim that 80% (or 
more) of jurors reach their decision after 
opening statements is false.  This myth was 
miscited, unfortunately spread, and has 
persevered for decades.  Rather, the real 
figure is likely closer to 30%.  
 Despite this much smaller figure, it 
nevertheless has important implications 
for jury selection.  Of those jurors who re-
mained steadfast in their leaning, our stud-
ies found that about one third were defense 
jurors and two thirds were plaintiff jurors.  
This means that, of all jurors, about 21% 
started out favoring the plaintiff after open-
ing statements and never changed.  These 
are the jurors defense counsel must identify 
in voir dire – obtaining cause challenges and 
using peremptory strikes to exclude such 
jurors who are not open to considering de-
fense arguments.  
 Further, although the majority of ju-
rors are open to hearing the evidence and 
adjusting their opinions throughout trial, 
the importance of a powerful opening 
remains.  When as much as a third of the 
panel might stick with their decision after 
opening statements, those opening state-
ments are still a vital element of one’s trial 
strategy.

Dr. Nick Polavin of Litigation 
Insights has seven years of ex-
perience in jury research and 
the legal field.  He uses this 
knowledge and experience 
both in court during jury 
selection and in developing 
themes and recommendations 

for trial based on mock trials and focus groups.
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5  Zeisel, H. (1987).  A Jury Hoax: The Superpower of the Opening Statement.  University of Chicago Law School: 

Chicago Unbound, 17(4).
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Our Readers Share With Us

What’s Keeping
You Sane?

 After sharing my lessons learned 
during the pandemic, a few readers 
reached out and asked us to find out what 
is keeping everyone sane during this time. 
So, we asked readers to share the activities 
they’ve been doing more than ever during 
the COVID-19 quarantine as well as the lit-
erature and music that keep them sane.
 And the results are in!

BIRD WATCHING
 This was a little bit of a surprise. Lewis 
G. said, “My kids and I have taken up 
bird-watching. We’ve placed three of these 
houses in our yard and house sparrows have 
taken up residence in each of them. Our 
two feeders attract several northern cardi-
nals, a handful of blue jays, too many com-

mon grackles, and at least one yellow finch, 
rose-breasted grosbeak and redheaded 
woodpecker. We bought a couple of books 
and John turned us on to the Cornell Lab 
of Ornithology eBird project. It has a mo-
bile app and you can track birds as part of a 
worldwide citizen science project.” 
 Heather told us, “I get to pay more at-
tention to the birds. I always fed them be-
fore, but working from home allows me to 
watch them all day. I have a hummingbird 
feeder right outside my home office win-
dow. There are three bird families nesting 
in my backyard. I love it.”

BAKING AND COOKING
 This was the activity that more readers 
wrote about than any other. Dennis from 

Cincinnati said, “I’ve been doing a little 
more baking than I usually do. We are 
watching our carbs, but of course beer – 
liquid bread – does not count. Instead of 
eating all that I bake, we share it with our 
elderly neighbors.”
 Karin L. said, “While cooking is not 
something new, I am doing more of it now 
that we are avoiding restaurants and not 
traveling. We’ve hosted one couple at a 
time for socially distanced happy hours on 
the back deck, and for those I plan and pre-
pare something to serve.” 
 Jennie C. shared, “Baking cinnamon rolls 
from scratch with my 9-year-old daughter.”
 Tom N. mentioned, “We cook together 
most nights, exploring various beverages in 
the process.”
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ZOOM MEETINGS 
 This came up frequently both on the 
work side as well as the social side. On the 
work side, Ray said, “The GoTo and Zoom 
meetings have been oddly productive for 
this team, particularly since no client wants 
to meet live yet. Although that is changing, 
as older clients like to meet ‘live.’ Having 
said that, I’m tired of them now.”
 On the social side, Tom told us, “I’ve 
also been fortunate to have kept up commu-
nications with friends and family near and 
far via the miraculous Zoom and FaceTime 
apps, and other social media. It’s reassuring 
to see other folks’ overgrown hair, sweats 
and tees, novelty mugs, bedroom office 
ceilings, sofa art and goofy pets. Speaking 
of which, dogs are the best!”
 Kevin, an instructor at a junior college, 
has been forced to use Zoom in his class-
room. He said, “Teaching college classes – 
or any grade – through Zoom is a decent 
workaround, but it is a poor substitute for 
being in the classroom. Students are far 
less engaged, there is less interaction and 
it is hard to get to know each other. Getting 
back to the classroom is really important.” 

FRENCH
 John from New Hampshire is taking 
French lessons; he said, “I have taken up 
French lessons on the Duolingo app, which 
is teaching me useful phrases for a trip to 
Montreal, like, “The cats are eating the pizza.”

YOGA
 John also mentioned that he was en-
gaging in online yoga classes at glo.com. 

PODCASTS
 Readers told us about a number of 
interesting podcasts they had listened to. 
Heather mentioned daily podcasts, includ-
ing NPR’s Up First, ABC News’ Start Here 
and New York Times’ The Daily.
 Ian singled out The Plot Thickens, a 
Turner Classic Movies’ podcast about Peter 
Bogdanovich’s life and career.

TELEVISION 
 Tom mentioned that he has binged a 
couple of series, including “Schitt’s Creek,” 
saying, “It has been a big hit here.”
 Dennis said, “My wife and I are also en-
joying all the old movies we can watch. I just 
hook the laptop up to our television and 
voila! Last night we watched “Pocketful of 
Miracles” with Glenn Ford, Bette Davis and 
Peter Falk. My wife is a big Columbo fan.”
 James said, “My wife and I have 
watched a bunch of TV shows together – 
“The Hunters,” “Picard,” season two of 
“Star Trek Discovery” and “Homeland.”

 Mandy shared that she falls asleep to 
Brian Williams at night, and that is what 
makes her sane.

GUITAR
 Tom said, “A big plus has been mov-
ing my music room/studio to our former 
guest room. I have a very focused iOS-based 
suite of apps; my keyboards, guitars, amps, 
noisemakers, etc. all in one location; mic 
selection at hand. So far, I have recorded 
some beats and pads only, but I can hear 
melodies and song structures coming. The 
muses are circling ...”
 Dennis said he has been practicing 
guitar more and he finally believes he may 
be getting better. Since one of his favor-
ite singer/songwriters, John Prine, passed 
away recently, he is currently working his 
way through Prine’s songbook, with Angel 
from Montgomery, Crazy As A Loon and In 
Spite Of Ourselves.

RESEARCH
 John said, “Having several research 
projects that are not necessarily ‘work-re-
lated’ helps me to soothe my curiosity about 
where we all come from and where we are 
going. Learning from and reading primary 
source (original) material about the men 
and women who came before us and were 
pioneers in this country, the difficulties and 
calamities they went through for us to even 
be here can be reassuring. They had it a lot 
worse, experienced vast degrees more pain, 
suffering, and loss than we do now. They 
persevered, they overcame challenges and 
they endured so that we can be here today.”

BOOKS
 John told us that he had reread 
three books by Alan Watts – “This Is It,” 
“Become What You Are” and “The Joyous 
Cosmology.” He read Watts’ “This Is It” in 
high school at age 17. John said, “It’s a col-
lection of essays Watts wrote while living in 
California and forging his views on spiritu-
ality and Eastern philosophy.” 
 “Watts was railing against tradition and 
order. His writing is approachable even 
when it suggests that there is no reality but 
what we believe to be real/not real.” John 
was on board with that, and was reminded 
of Watts’ writing when in recent years he 
read about scientific theorists believing that 
there’s a better than 50% chance that this 
reality we are in is in fact a computer simu-
lation.
 Tom said he has read Hilary Mantel’s 
third and final volume of the epic Wolf 
Hall historical novels, “The Mirror and the 
Light;” and all but one – so far – of Tana 
French’s Dublin Murder Squad series. Tom 

called it “excellent.”
 James shared that he read the two lat-
est by Tom Clancy (James said, “Well, really 
his successors writing under his name”), the 
latest Steve Berry and the start of a new se-
ries by James Haley.
 Dennis mentioned that his library is 
closed but his library card has given him ac-
cess to their e-branch, which he had never 
tried before now. He is now listening to his 
third audiobook, which has been extremely 
popular, Benjamin Graham’s “Intelligent 
Investor.” Before that it was “The Call of the 
Wild.”
 Ian recommended “The Cuckoo’s 
Calling,” a private investigator mystery by 
J.K. Rowling under the pen name Robert 
Galbraith.

POETRY
 Lewis said, “My neighbor looped me 
into a group of eight or nine guys led by 
a history teacher at St. Theresa’s who was 
smart as hell. In the last eight weeks we have 
read Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, 
Shelley, Hemingway, Carver, Chekhov, 
Yeats, Auden, Owen, Sassoon, Kipling and 
Hardy. It’s been easy to tackle them in a sin-
gle sitting and I see things I would not nor-
mally have noticed in poems I had never 
read.” He also noted that it helps provide 
some perspective about how strange these 
times seem.

MUSIC
 There were several mentions of partic-
ular artists or albums that our readers had 
been listening to. Believing that, “Variety 
is spicy,” Tom said he was all over the map 
when it comes to the music he has been lis-
tening to. It includes everything from clas-
sical jazz to new electronic.
 Dennis said that last night he listened 
to Kacey Musgraves’ Golden Hour.
 Ian mentioned Station to Station by 
David Bowie.
 John brought up a number of blue-
grass artists we were not familiar with: 
Greensky Bluegrass, Billy Strings and 
Michael Cleveland’s Tall Fiddler.

More than 40 years into his 
practice, Dysart Taylor share-
holder/director Joe Price helps 
businesses and individuals 
plan for their future through 
estate planning, tax plan-
ning, business succession 
planning and wealth preser-

vation. He can be reached at jprice@dysarttaylor.
com or (816) 714-3024.
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 Claims have a lifespan. They begin with 
the claim for a loss. They resolve with denial/
acceptance, judgement, or settlement in 
some form or fashion. 
 Liability claims generally have a longer 
lifespan as the parties involved have little con-

trol over one another’s actions. The statute of 
limitations is the only clock ticking and if you 
are lucky enough to have received a lawsuit 
before the statute runs out, then claim life 
really grinds to a halt in terms of getting to a 
resolution.  

 Occupational injury claims generally 
have more urgency as injured employees and 
their employers hopefully have a common 
goal: to get the employee healthy and back to 
work. However, some workers’ compensation 
claims seem to find ways to linger. 

The Cost of Waiting:

  The Advantage of Early 
Investigations

Tim Karlstad    Marshall Investigative Group, Inc.
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PERFECT WORLD CLAIMS
 Typically, best practices include a sec-
tion on investigation of a claim. Yes, the best 
practices are pretty typical. Obtain a recorded 
statement, photos/video of the scene, and 
medical records. This is straight forward stuff 
and no problem, because every incident/loss 
comes together smoothly; especially when: 

• Reported within minutes of occurring.
• The right person is available when 

it occurs to make sure it is reported 
properly.

• You obtain all recorded statements 
within 24 hours of the incident.

• Photos/videos are properly secured 
and sent immediately (never looped 
over or deleted). 

• You have a full witness list of people 
who might have photos and they are 
easy to contact.

REAL WORLD CLAIMS
 You have 50 other files needing your at-
tention, so you set your diary and revisit the 
claim when that diary comes up: 5-10-15-30 
days. What has happened with that claim 
during that time? This is the time where the 
claim sits and waits. Does the following sound 
familiar?

• The claimant’s recorded statement was 
pretty bland, and they haven’t returned 
all the forms.

• Still waiting on witnesses to call back, or 
worse yet, phone numbers were wrong, 
and you have no idea where witnesses 
are.

• You have not heard back for sure if that 
video was secured. 

• Co-workers thought the claimant got 
hurt while on vacation, but no one has 
followed up.

• The responding police have not provided 
an accident report. Or all you have on 
the claim is an accident report and noth-
ing else.

• Social media of the claimant suggested 
they were fine, but 30 days later the pro-
file is gone. 

• No injuries were reported, but now you 
have a letter of representation on your 
desk.

 What is all too familiar early in a claim 
lifespan could cost significant dollars and ef-
fort to resolve, but you can avoid this through 
early involvement of an investigator. 

INVESTIGATION EXPECTATIONS
 What can/should you expect from an 
investigator? 

 At the earliest involvement, within hours 
of an accident occurring, an investigator can:
• confirm injured parties’ condition
• identify crucial witnesses
•  secure video
• identify valuable social media, blogs 

and news articles with the associated 
metadata and MD5# algorithm to 
properly identify chain of evidence. 

 As the situation becomes more clear, 
good investigative practices can give you a bet-
ter understanding of your claimant’s condi-
tion, such as if they have recovered from their 
injuries and to what capacity. An investigator 
can develop current activity levels of your 
claimant with the proper use of old school 
methods and today’s advanced technologies.
 Additionally, developing a claimant’s 
background can assist in identifying variables 
beyond the loss likely to impact the claimant 
and how they will or won’t pursue the claim. 
 Let’s examine how investigators should 
give you an advantage and have your claim 
working for you during that waiting game be-
tween your diary reminders.   

KNOWING YOUR CLAIMANT 
 You receive a liability claim and the in-
jured party is a 70-year-old individual who was 
transported to the hospital from the scene of 
a motor vehicle accident. You have the claim-
ant’s name, date of birth, and address. This 
was provided by the crash report completed 
by law enforcement on the scene. Nothing 
more is known about your claimant. 
 Early investigation learned the claimant 
was hospitalized immediately following the 
loss, but also two other times over the next 
two months following the loss. 
 This claimant was believed to be retired, 
mostly based on age, but it was not known 
their level of activity, background, or employ-
ment status. An investigation was completed 
and confirmed the claimant was retired from 
operating a pain medication clinic that was 
busted up by law enforcement. The claimant 
was convicted of a felony and incarcerated for 
five years, then released and remains on pro-
bation. 
 The claimant’s relatives posted on so-
cial media content of the accident to include 
scene photos taken by one relative who was 
nearby when the crash occurred. Other post-
ings detailed the claimant’s injuries and re-
covery. It was also learned relatives work in 
the medical field.

KNOWING THE RESPONSIBLE PARTY- 
TO PROTECT YOUR CLIENT
 An occupational injury is claimed with 
one of your insureds. The employee was in-
jured while at a location in the field, not your 

insured property. Your investigation learned 
the injury was due to an issue at the property 
of the other entity and you believe there is 
subrogation to pursue, but the entity is no 
longer in business.  
 An investigation revealed the entity 
was merged and became a wholly owned 
subsidiary of a large national corporation. 
The merger took place prior to the date of 
loss, but following the date of loss, the loca-
tion was closed for other business reasons. 
Subrogation can still be pursued with the 
parent company. 

KNOW THE WITNESSES
 You receive a list of key witnesses, and 
the plaintiff attorney is pushing that these 
witnesses are supporting the claim. No re-
corded statements were taken at the outset of 
the claim, and now, witnesses have become 
unresponsive. 
 An investigator developed good contact 
information and obtained statements from 
two of three witnesses. The third witness is dis-
covered to have a criminal past, and since the 
date of loss has become a fugitive after cutting 
off a probation monitoring bracelet. The wit-
ness has two warrants, so they are unlikely to 
cooperate with the investigation and show up 
to provide a statement. Thus, you feel confi-
dent in your defenses and know there is not a 
group of witnesses that the plaintiff attorney 
is threatening you with to provide adverse tes-
timony.  

CONCLUSION
 Remember, the information is out there 
to answer the questions that jump out at you 
when a claim originates, as well as when flags 
come up during the lifespan of the claim. 
Investigators should be considered a crucial 
piece to your efforts to get those questions 
answered. Their involvement early and proac-
tively will bring clarity to claim exposure, help 
develop defenses, provide information help-
ful to set reserves, and ultimately resolve the 
claim in a more favorable manner for you. 

Tim Karlstad joined 
Marshall Investigative Group 
in 2015. He has been in the 
claims investigation field 
since 1999, working within 
law firms, TPAs, and cor-
porate risk management. 
Tim has been working with 

USLAW member firms and their clients since 
2009. He holds a degree in criminology/sociology 
from the University of Minnesota-Duluth. 
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Meeting
Energy Storage

Goals

 New York State continues to accelerate 
its efforts to curb greenhouse gas emissions 
and promote increased reliance on renew-
able energy resources for electric genera-
tion. Energy storage is an essential piece of 
the power puzzle, as the Empire State aims 
to drastically increase renewable electric 
generation and have a zero-carbon emis-
sion electrical system by 2040.
 The Climate Leadership and 
Community Protection Act, or CLCPA, 
passed by the New York State Legislature 
on June 20, 2019, expands on New York’s 
Reforming the Energy Vision, or REV. 
The CLCPA establishes an energy storage 
capacity requirement of 3 GW by 2030, 
and requires the state’s Public Service 
Commission, or PSC, to establish a pro-
gram by June 30, 2021. The CLCPA fur-
ther requires 70% of New York’s electric 
generation to come from renewable en-
ergy sources by 2030, an increase from the 
state’s current Clean Energy Standard of 

50% renewable generation by 2030, and 
100% greenhouse gas free electrical system 
by 2040. In order to meet the targets estab-
lished by the CLCPA, New York must trans-
form its electrical grid to make it able to 
store greater amounts of energy produced 
from renewables and cleaner traditional 
generation, so that it can meet electric 
demand during peak periods and high en-
ergy demand days, and make carbon-free 
resources viable as reliable baseload energy 
producers.
 New York State’s fiscal year 2021 state 
budget includes another renewable energy 
related bill—the Accelerated Renewable 
Energy Growth and Community Benefit 
Act—which directs the New York Energy 
Research and Development Authority, or 
NYSERDA, to find underutilized sites that 
have the potential for the development of 
energy storage facilities in an effort to fur-
ther its energy storage and renewable gen-
eration goals. 

ENERGY STORAGE
DEVELOPMENT IN NEW YORK
 The PSC and NYSERDA have already 
taken many actions to increase energy stor-
age capacity in New York. To implement 
the state’s energy storage capacity goals es-
tablished prior to the CLCPA, on June 21, 
2018, the PSC established a separate docket 
(PSC Case No. 18-E-0130) for an energy 
storage program. NYSERDA developed an 
energy storage roadmap, and in December 
2018, the PSC issued an Order Establishing 
Energy Storage Goal and Development 
Policy, which includes several requirements 
and incentives to increase energy storage 
capacity in New York. 
 On April 1, 2020, the New York 
Department of Public Service (DPS) issued 
its first “State of Storage” annual report de-
tailing the progress in reaching New York’s 
statewide energy storage goal, which is 3 
GW by 2030 with an interim objective of de-
ploying 1,500 MW by 2025. Although there 

New York Is On Track 
Danielle Mettler-LaFeir, Ekin Senlet, and Angela Sicker    Barclay Damon LLP
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is currently only about 39 MW of energy 
storage capacity in the New York electrical 
system, the report stated the total deployed 
or awarded/contracted projects at the end 
of 2019 resulted in 706 MW in capacity, 
or about 47% of the 2025 target and 24% 
of the 2030 target. The number of energy 
storage projects in various interconnection 
queues, which reflects some of these re-
ported projects as well as potential projects 
in the pipeline, also indicates robust activ-
ity in the industry. These results suggest the 
PSC’s portfolio of programs coupled with 
the declining costs of storage technology, 
as well as the ability to pair energy storage 
with solar photovoltaic to capture addi-
tional revenue streams, have been effective 
in building a market for the development 
and installation of qualified energy storage 
systems in New York. 
 Moreover, the combination of energy 
storage with utility-scale wind or solar 
projects has become increasingly popular 
among the state legislature, regulators, 
and developers as a way to enhance the 
ability of renewable energy resources to 
provide power to the electric grid, even 
when the wind is not blowing and the sun 
is not shining.

FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR ENERGY 
STORAGE IN NEW YORK
 For New York to meet the ambitious 
renewable and greenhouse gas require-
ments of the REV and the CLCPA, a dras-
tic increase in New York’s energy storage 
capacity is essential. To meet the CLCPA 
target of 3 GW of installed energy storage 
capacity by 2030, and create a self-sustain-
ing energy storage market in New York, the 
state needs to continue to provide financial 
incentives for energy storage development, 
increase investor owned utilities’ (IOUs) 
energy storage requirements, and set in 
place a framework for valuation of energy 
storage that makes it competitive with tra-
ditional energy resources. While a market 
for energy storage development exists, the 
amount of storage capacity in the system is 
far from the target. 
 Both standalone storage and storage 
directly connected to renewables is neces-
sary to allow for more renewable generation 
capacity on the electric system. To increase 
energy storage to 3 GW by 2030, New York 
will need to continue to increase incentives 
for energy storage systems paired with both 
large and small existing renewable gener-
ation, such as wind and solar projects that 
are generally located in upstate New York, 
which in return creates valuable opportuni-
ties for investment in energy storage in New 
York.

 The current state of energy storage 
technology, and the associated costs of in-
stalling such technology, means the largest 
near-term opportunities for energy storage 
deployment are from stand-alone battery 
systems and battery systems paired with 
existing traditional electric generation re-
sources in the most congested parts of the 
state, mainly in the downstate area, where 
peak energy use and energy prices are the 
highest, and the impact of these resources 
on meeting New York’s goals will be the 
largest. 
 In order to make energy storage sys-
tems competitive with more traditional 
energy generation resources to meet base-
load and peak electric demand, especially 
in the upstate area, direct state funding 
and a system of valuing energy storage re-
sources that compensates them for more 
than just the energy they provide, will be 
necessary. The PSC is currently grappling 
with the appropriate method of compensat-
ing smaller distributed resources, including 
energy storage battery systems, in its VDER 
docket (PSC Case No. 15-E-0751). The PSC 
system being developed for valuing energy 
storage resources seeks to compensate for 
the ability to export their stored energy to 
the grid, shave peak electric demand and 
provide relief in certain congested areas, 
support renewable generation additions 
to the electrical grid, and provide environ-
mental benefits. By sending these dynamic 
price signals to the marketplace, the PSC 
hopes to increase energy storage penetra-
tion in the electric grid.

CHALLENGES FOR ENERGY STORAGE
 Despite the momentum for energy 
storage development seen in New York, 
there are challenges ahead. One such chal-
lenge is increasing energy storage capacity 
in the upstate New York region. Without 
significant incentives or direct IOU re-
quirements, the current cost of installing 
battery systems, or other energy storage sys-
tems, makes them largely uneconomical in 
upstate New York, where the cost of energy 
during peak demand is much lower than in 
the downstate area.
 Another challenge is having enough 
energy storage resources to meet most or all 
of the peak electrical demand in New York 
City. The downstate region cannot obtain 
the power it needs from upstate generating 
facilities due to transmission constraints. 
So, the capacity needed, including during 
periods of peak demand, must be gener-
ated and stored in the downstate area. As 
noted in a May 2020 draft report issued 
by NYISO, titled “Reliability and Market 
Considerations for a Grid in Transition,” 

as more storage and renewables are added 
to the New York City electrical system, the 
amount (and duration) of storage needed 
to meet the reliability needs of the elec-
trical system increases. Therefore, a sig-
nificant increase in the amount of energy 
storage would be needed to meet the ca-
pacity needs of New York City currently pro-
vided by fossil-fueled peaking units during 
periods of high demand.
 COVID-19 has also posed a huge chal-
lenge for the development of energy stor-
age projects. Although it is too early to 
determine the full effects of the pandemic, 
the energy sector as a whole has taken a hit. 
There are many project delays due to New 
York’s “PAUSE” order, which caused all 
non-essential businesses to close. The de-
velopment of new energy storage projects 
is not considered essential, so construction 
has stalled, and for some projects financing 
is now uncertain. It is not clear whether the 
pre-PAUSE level of momentum in energy 
storage development will return once the 
order is lifted. Only time will tell. 

Danielle Mettler-LaFeir, a 
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related to the development of energy resources and 
operations involving electrical generation.

Ekin Senlet is a Regulatory 
Practice Area co-chair and 
partner at  Barclay Damon 
LLP. She primarily concen-
trates on regulatory issues in 
the energy industry, including 
infrastructure-siting matters, 
major electric- and gas-rate 

cases, regulatory compliance, and other utility 
and generator-facility related proceedings.
 

Angela Sicker is an associ-
ate at Barclay Damon LLP. 
Angela focuses on energy, 
telecommunications, and en-
vironmental law. She assists 
generators and transmission 
providers in connection with 
the siting of new facilities 

under Articles 7 and 10 of the Public Service Law 
and provides rate-case support for utility clients. 

http://www.uslaw.org
https://www.barclaydamon.com/profiles/Danielle-E-Mettler
https://www.barclaydamon.com/
https://www.barclaydamon.com/
https://www.barclaydamon.com/
https://www.barclaydamon.com/profiles/Ekin-Senlet
https://www.barclaydamon.com/
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®

Coronavirus
Resource Center

®

COVID-19 Workers’ 
Comp Quick Guide

®

COVID-19 FORCE 
Majeure Compendium 
of Law

Primary COVID-19 
Contacts within each 

USLAW firm
This list includes primary contacts within
each USLAW and TELFA member firm

designated as the COVID-19 point of contact
(list is alpha by state and then by countries
outside of the USA).Each individual has been 

designated by the firm as the go-to person best 
equipped to handle any COVID-19 questions

and/or would be the person who could
facilitate to secure an answer

within his/her firm

USLAW
Key Contact List:

SBA loan assistance 
through the CARES Act

As we continue to manage the
impacts of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), 

USLAW NETWORK has created a
list of experienced USLAW attorneys from

across the country who can assist you
as you navigate the SBA loan process

as part of the CARES Act.  

USLAW is closely monitoring the global impact of the novel Coronavirus 

(COVID-19). We know that this is a challenging and complicated time so 

we wanted to provide you access to a variety of resources from across the 

NETWORK that might be useful to you and your colleagues.  Please click 

the links below for contact lists, firm-specific programming and numerous 

resources and insights from our member attorneys and exclusive

corporate partners.

http://www.uslaw.org
https://web.uslaw.org/news/coronavirus-covid-19-updates-and-resources/
https://web.uslaw.org/workers-compensation-covid-19-quick-guide/
https://www.uslaw.org/files/Coronavirus/USLAW_Firm_COVID19_Contact_List.xlsx
https://www.uslaw.org/files/Coronavirus/USLAW_Firm_COVID19_Contact_List.xlsx
https://web.uslaw.org/news/uslaw-key-contact-list-sba-loan-assistance-through-the-cares-act/
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Barclay Damon LLP in Buffalo, New York, 
assembled a team of practitioners across 
disciplines to track COVID-19-related 
regulatory, legislative, and other govern-
mental developments in order to provide 
advice and counsel on what they mean to 
our clients. The team can be reached at 
COVID-19ResponseTeam@barclayda-
mon.com. Additionally, Barclay Damon 
has distributed nearly 200 legal alerts 
and hosted over 15 webinars related to 
COVID-19. 

Access the alert content and
recording links to the webinars

Connell Foley’s Labor and Employment 
Group recently produced The Re-Opening 
Handbook: A Guide to COVID-19 Work-
place Policies and Procedures. This com-
plimentary guide offers a detailed over-
view of the steps employers should take 
to prepare their office and personnel for 
re-opening in the midst of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Topics covered include updat-
ing policies, preparing the office, training 
personnel, enforcing containment and 
other policies, conducting health screen-
ings, disinfecting the office, and handling 
employee requests for accommodations. 

For more information and to request a 
copy of The Re-Opening Handbook

Wendy Drakes, receptionist at Franklin & 
Prokopik, P.C. in Maryland makes masks 
from home for local hospitals.

Also from Franklin & Prokopik, P.C. ...

Reopening Checklist
COVID-19 Quick Guide

Navigating the
reopening/

return-to-the
workplace process

Hinckley Allen’s Labor & Employment Group helps 
employers plan for and navigate through the reopen-

ing/return-to-the workplace process. Some of the area’s 
employers should consider and plan for to ensure they are 

ready to reopen when states lift stay-at-home orders and 
nonessential business closures can be found here.

Guide for Arizona
Employers: Employee 
Leave Requirements 

Under FFCRA

Prepared by 
Jones,
Skelton & 
Hochuli, 
P.L.C. in
Arizona

Learn more
about the

Multidisciplinary 
COVID-19 Taskforce

2020 Tax Law
Changes and

Issues

Prepared by 
Simmons 
Perrine Moyer 
Bergman PLC
in Iowa

SmithAmundsen attorneys mobilized 
in mid-March to develop a firm-wide 
multi-disciplinary COVID-19 Task Force 
and COVID-19 Resource Center. Since 
then the firm has provided clients with 
timely, business critical information 
including dozens of webcasts attended 

by thousands of clients and members of organizations with whom they partner, and 
published more than 100 client alerts, which gained more than 200,000 reads. Smith- 
Amundsen attorneys also joined forces with USLAW NETWORK colleagues 
to contribute to a number of state-by-state compendia including Workers’ 
Compensation COVID-19 Quick Guide, COVID-19 Force Majeure Com-
pendium of Law and the COVID-19 General Liability Compendium. 

With work-from-home environments and social distancing guidelines, remote online 
notarization has been essential during this time. Click Remote Online Notarization in 
Iowa for an informative program by Simmons Perrine Moyer Bergman PLC.

Simmons Perrine Moyer Bergman PLC in Iowa created a PDF and webinar focusing 
on how financial institutions can prepare for debt collections in the coming months 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Remote Online
Notarization

in Iowa

Financial institutions
and debt collection
during COVID-19

– PDF –

Financial institutions
and debt collection
during COVID-19

– WEBINAR –

covid-19 RESOURCE HUB

RESOURCE

hub

covid-19

To help their clients navigate the variety of emergent legal 
and operational issues raised by the COVID-19

pandemic and the associated government response,
Murchison & Cumming LLP has assembled a

multidisciplinary COVID-19 Taskforce. The Taskforce, 
comprised of attorneys from across the firm’s

practice groups, tracks legal and regulatory developments 
in real-time, providing insight, resources, and legal

analysis related to the pandemic.

http://www.uslaw.org
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108554
http://COVID-19ResponseTeam@barclaydamon.com
http://COVID-19ResponseTeam@barclaydamon.com
mailto:https://www.barclaydamon.com/practicegroups/covid-19%23knowledge?subject=
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108195
https://www.connellfoley.com/blog/Reopening-Handbook-COVID19-Policies-Procedures.
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=14
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=14
https://www.uslaw.org/files/USLAW Magazine/Summer 2020/FranklinandProkopik_COVID-19_Reopening_Guide_Final.pdf
https://www.hinckleyallen.com/publications/preparing-for-returns-to-work-and-workplace-reopenings-considerations-for-employers/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108231
https://www.hinckleyallen.com/practice-areas/litigation/labor-employment/
https://www.jshfirm.com/guide-for-arizona-employers-employee-leave-requirements-under-ffcra/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=19
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=19
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=19
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=19
https://www.covidlegalservice.com/
https://www.spmblaw.com/news-events/2020-tax-law-changes-and-issues
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=31
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=31
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=31
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=33
https://www.salawus.com/practices-covid19-task-force.html
https://web.uslaw.org/workers-compensation-covid-19-quick-guide/
https://web.uslaw.org/workers-compensation-covid-19-quick-guide/
https://www.uslaw.org/files/Compendiums2020/COVID19_ForceMajeure_2020/2020_USLAW_Compendium_of_Law_COVID19_ForceMajeure.pdf
https://www.uslaw.org/files/Compendiums2020/COVID19_ForceMajeure_2020/2020_USLAW_Compendium_of_Law_COVID19_ForceMajeure.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZCc4uE0Bls&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZCc4uE0Bls&feature=youtu.be
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=31
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=31
https://www.uslaw.org/files/USLAW Magazine/Summer 2020/Debt_Collection_in_Turbulent_Times_5_20_20.pdf
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/8893617911606946562
https://www.salawus.com/practices-covid19-task-force.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZCc4uE0Bls&feature=youtu.be
https://www.uslaw.org/files/USLAW Magazine/Summer 2020/Debt_Collection_in_Turbulent_Times_5_20_20.pdf
https://register.gotowebinar.com/recording/8893617911606946562
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=32
https://www.covidlegalservice.com/
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FROM AROUND
THE NETWORK...

April Kelso, an 
attorney with Pierce, 
Couch, Hendrickson, 
Baysinger, & Green, 
LLP in Oklahoma City, 
serves as co-chair of 
the Service Subcom-
mittee of the Oklaho-
ma Bar Association’s 

Women in Law Committee. April orga-
nized a week-long, state-wide blood drive 
in June with the Oklahoma Blood Institute 
due to low blood supplies in the blood 
banks statewide. Pierce Couch supports 
and encourages its attorneys to serve our 
community.

Rivkin Radler LLP in Uniondale, New 
York, turned lemons into lemonade while 
preparing for its first phase of the return 
to the office and adhering to the new pol-
icy. Among the policy’s elements are strict 
limits on on-site personnel and a ban on 
all but essential meetings, which elimi-
nates the need for in-office food services. 
Historically, Rivkin Radler’s pantries have 
been well stocked. As food insecurity has 
risen due to the pandemic, the team at 
Rivkin Radler cleaned out the pantries 
donated approximately 180 lbs. of food to 
St. Mary of the Isle, a food pantry in Long 
Beach, New York.

Gene Kang, a partner 
in Rivkin Radler’s 
Commercial Liti-
gation, Insurance 
Coverage, Insurance 
Fraud and Intellectu-
al Property Practice 
Groups and who 

is president of the Korean American 
Lawyers Association of Greater New York 
(KALAGNY), performed COVID-related 
volunteer work through KALAGNY. The 
group collaborated with a couple of other 
non-profits to run a pro bono hotline to 
assist people in the Korean-American 
community with pandemic-related issues, 
such as the Cares Act and immigration 
law. The number of people helped is close 
to 1,000. The organization is also continu-
ing to run its pro bono clinic remotely via 
a hotline. Finally, KALAGNY worked with 
Empire Justice Center to help translate 
COVID-related resources into Korean. 

Blythe Miller, an 
associate in Rivkin 
Radler’s Insurance 
Fraud Practice Group, 
is on the Board of 
Directors for Sea-
farers International 
House. The guest-

house (which usually houses seafarers, 
those seeking asylum and paying hotel 
guests) was turned into temporary hous-
ing for displaced hospital patients. 

Walter Gumersell, 
partner in Rivkin 
Radler’s Banking, 
Corporate, Tax and 
Trusts & Estates 
Practice Groups, and 
his family has been 
delivering food to the 

St. Patrick’s Church pantry in Huntington, 
New York, during the pandemic.

The employees of Sweeney & Sheehan, 
P.C. in Philadelphia have a long history of 
giving back to their community. For many 
years, the firm has had Friday Jeans Day, 
using the money raised to build a fund 
used as needed to help the community. 
The employees are active in suggesting 
charities, families, or individuals in need. 
Very few things the firm does have more 
meaning for them.With the COVID-19 
office closures, Friday Jeans Days were no 
more. But given the obvious and imme-
diate need, the firm emptied its chari-
table fund to help two local food banks 
providing assistance: Philabundance 
and Cathedral Kitchen. Recognizing the 
importance of the firm’s charitable efforts, 
Sweeney & Sheehan, P.C. has continued 
to make weekly contributions tied to the 
firm’s productivity. Sweeney & Sheehan’s 
employees take great pride and comfort in 
being able to continue the firm’s tradition 
of helping those in need.

Ametros, USLAW’s official future medical fund management partner, is closely monitoring the im-
pact of the Coronavirus pandemic on the workers’ compensation industry from multiple perspec-
tives including regulatory, adjudicatory, and medical. Check out Ametros webinars, state open-
ings and closures page, and resources HERE.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Ametros, USLAW’s official future medical fund management partner, has been offering online 
banking solutions, including free prepaid settlement cards that can be especially useful at these times. Getting injured individuals 
their settlement funds quickly and securely can be a challenge. The accounts are free to setup and it only takes a few minutes so you 
can allow injured individuals quick and secure access to settlement funds without having to go to a bank. To learn more about Amet-
ros prepayment program, contact Mara Burns at 617-830-1059, MBurns@Ametros.com or visit https://ametros.com/banking/.

With jury trials suspended, there is no better time to invest in preparing for the surge of cases we all 
will undoubtedly face in the future. Litigation Insights, USLAW’s official jury consultant and court-
room technology partner, is responding to clients’ litigation needs remotely, by providing tools for 
theme development, witness preparation, jury research, and other strategies to put you in the best 

position for trial or mediation. They continue to offer the following services remotely: click preparing for trial.

Businesses and public spaces are reopening during this time of great confusion. As a society, we are consistent-
ly faced with more questions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic than answers. To derive some clarity
from chaos, S-E-A’s professionals have developed a method of obtaining surface samples and analyzing them
in accordance with CDC established protocols to help provide confidence to your employees and patrons To 
learn more about COVID-19 surface testing from S-E-A, USLAW’s premier corporate partner, click here.

FROM NETWORK PARTNERS...
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http://www.uslaw.org
https://www.piercecouch.com/attorney-okc/april-d-kelso/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=36
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=36
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=36
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=36
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://www.rivkinradler.com/attorneys/gene-y-kang/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://www.rivkinradler.com/attorneys/blythe-miller/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://www.sihnyc.org/
https://www.sihnyc.org/
https://www.sihnyc.org/
https://www.rivkinradler.com/attorneys/walter-gumersell/
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=108489
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=47
https://web.uslaw.org/firm-details/?firm_id=47
https://www.philabundance.org/
https://www.cathedralkitchen.org/
https://web.uslaw.org/who-we-are/corporate-partners/ametros/
https://ametros.com/download/ametros-covid-19-resources/
https://ametros.com/download/ametros-covid-19-resources/
https://web.uslaw.org/who-we-are/corporate-partners/ametros/
mailto:MBurns@Ametros.com
https://ametros.com/banking/
https://web.uslaw.org/who-we-are/corporate-partners/litigation-insights/
https://www.litigationinsights.com/covid-19-services/
https://web.uslaw.org/who-we-are/corporate-partners/sea-ltd/
https://www.uslaw.org/files/USLAW Magazine/Summer 2020/COVID19_Surface_Testing_CC_June2020.pdf
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Rubin and Rudman LLP 
named USLAW’s newest 
member firm represent-
ing Massachusetts 
Rubin and Rudman is a 
full-service firm with 70 law-
yers and has been a fixture in 
the Boston legal market for 
100 years. One of Boston’s 
oldest law firms, Rubin and 
Rudman boasts a wide range 
of services that include cor-
porate, litigation including, 
insurance coverage and bad-
faith, construction and class 
actions, real estate, labor and 
employment, trust and es-
tates, life sciences, family law, 
and environmental, among 
others. For a complete profile 
of their practice areas, CLICK 
HERE.

53 charities benefit from 
COVID-19 relief initiatives
Through several initiatives 
created to support USLAW 
member clients directly 
impacted by COVID-19, 
USLAW NETWORK member 
firms supported 53 different 
charities from coast-to-coast 
across the U.S. in June.  As a 
result of the global pandemic, 
everyone around the world 
has had to adapt. There has 
been significant personal and 
economic impact on local 
businesses, first responders, 
front-line staff and the many, 
many essential workers who 
are keeping the shelves 
stocked, lights on, systems 
running and more.  Through 
USLAW’s Give Thanks, 
Community Connections and 
COVID-19 Relief Fund ini-
tiatives, 54 different charities 
received support facilitated by 
donations made by USLAW 
NETWORK, its member 
firms, and many companies 
the firms represent.  To view 
the full ist of benefitting char-
ities, click COVID-19 relief.

Nonprofit foundation 
 to fund scholarships for 
diverse law school
students
USLAW NETWORK an-
nounces the creation of 
the USLAW NETWORK 
Foundation, a 501c3 charita-
ble organization. The USLAW 
NETWORK Foundation is 
organized exclusively for 
charitable and educational 
purposes, including the 
funding of scholarships to 
provide financial assistance 
to diverse law students in 
their pursuit of a legal edu-
cation at an American Bar 
Association-accredited U.S. 
law school. The Foundation’s 
governing board will include 
the directors of the USLAW 
NETWORK. The USLAW 
Diversity Council, which is 
tasked with addressing the 
important issues of diversity 
and inclusion as they relate to 
USLAW member firms, prac-
tice groups, and clients, will 
help facilitate the scholarship 
application process. USLAW 
expects to begin accepting 
scholarship applications in 
spring 2021 for the 2021-22 
academic year.

notes

http://www.uslaw.org
http://www.rubinrudman.com/
http://www.rubinrudman.com/
http://www.rubinrudman.com/
http://www.rubinrudman.com/
http://www.rubinrudman.com/
https://www.rubinrudman.com/our-practice-areas/
https://www.rubinrudman.com/our-practice-areas/
https://web.uslaw.org/news/uslaw-network-members-support-more-than-50-charities-through-covid-19-relief-initiatives/
https://web.uslaw.org/practice-areas/diversity-council/
https://web.uslaw.org/practice-areas/diversity-council/


Fast-forward to today.
The commitment remains the same as  
originally envisioned. To provide the highest 
quality legal representation and seamless 
cross-jurisdictional service to major corpo-
rations, insurance carriers, and to both large 
and small businesses alike, through a net-
work of professional, innovative law firms 
dedicated to their client’s legal success. Now 
as a diverse network with more than 6,000 
attorneys from more than 60 independent, 
full practice firms across the U.S., Canada, 
Latin America and Asia, and with affiliations 
with TELFA in Europe, USLAW NETWORK 
remains a responsive, agile legal alternative 
to the mega-firms.

Home Field Advantage.
USLAW NETWORK offers what it calls The 
Home Field Advantage which comes from 
knowing and understanding the venue in 
a way that allows a competitive advantage 
– a truism in both sports and business.
Jurisdictional awareness is a key ingredient 
to successfully operating throughout the 
United States and abroad. Knowing the local 
rules, the judge, and the local business and 
legal environment provides our firms’ clients 
this advantage. The strength and power of 
an international presence combined with 
the understanding of a respected local firm 
makes for a winning line-up.

A Legal Network for
Purchasers of Legal Services.
USLAW NETWORK firms go way beyond 
providing quality legal services to their cli-
ents. Unlike other legal networks, USLAW is 
organized around client expectations, not 
around the member law firms. Clients receive 
ongoing educational opportunities, online 
resources including webinars, jurisdictional 
updates, and resource libraries. We also pro-

vide USLAW Magazine, compendia of law, as 
well as annual membership directory. To en-
sure our goals are the same as the clients our 
member firms serve, our Client Leadership 
Council and Practice Group Client Advisors 
are directly involved in the development of 
our programs and services. This communica-
tion pipeline is vital to our success and allows 
us to better monitor and meet client needs 
and expectations.

USLAW Abroad.
Just as legal issues seldom follow state  
borders, they often extend beyond U.S. 
boundaries as well. In 2007, USLAW  
established a relationship with the Trans-
European Law Firms Alliance (TELFA), a 
network of more than 20 independent law 
firms representing more than 1000 lawyers 
through Europe to further our service and 
reach.

How USLAW NETWORK
Membership is Determined.
Firms are admitted to the NETWORK by  
invitation only and only after they are fully 
vetted through a rigorous review process. 
Many firms have been reviewed over the 
years, but only a small percentage were 
eventually invited to join. The search for 
quality member firms is a continuous and 
ongoing effort. Firms admitted must possess 
broad commercial legal capabilities and 
have substantial litigation and trial experi-
ence. In addition, USLAW NETWORK  
members must subscribe to a high level of 
service standards and are continuously  
evaluated to ensure these standards of  
quality and expertise are met.

USLAW in Review.
• All vetted firms with demonstrated,  

robust practices and specialties
• Efficient use of legal budgets, providing 

maximum return on legal services  
investments

• Seamless, cross-jurisdictional service
• Responsive and flexible
• Multitude of educational opportunities 

and online resources
• Team approach to legal services

The USLAW Success Story.
The reality of our success is simple: we  
succeed because our member firms’ cli-
ents succeed. Our member firms provide 
high-quality legal results through the ef-
ficient use of legal budgets. We provide 
cross-jurisdictional services eliminating the 
time and expense of securing adequate rep-
resentation in different regions. We provide 
trusted and experienced specialists quickly.

When a difficult legal matter emerges – 
whether it’s in a single jurisdiction, nation-
wide or internationally – USLAW is there. 
Success.

For more information, please contact Roger 
M. Yaffe, USLAW CEO, at (800) 231-9110 or 
roger@uslaw.org

®
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2001. The Start of Something Better.

Mega-firms...big, impersonal bastions of legal tradition, encumbered by bureaucracy and often slow to react. The need for an  

alternative was obvious. A vision of a network of smaller, regionally based, independent firms with the capability to respond quickly, efficiently 

and economically to client needs from Atlantic City to Pacific Grove was born. In its infancy, it was little more than a  possibility, discussed 

around a small table and dreamed about by a handful of visionaries. But the idea proved too good to leave on the drawing board. Instead, with 

the support of some of the country’s brightest legal minds, USLAW NETWORK became a reality.

about
u s l a w  n e t w o r k

mailto:roger@uslaw.org
http://www.uslaw.org
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ALABAMA | BIRMINGHAM
Carr Allison
Charles F. Carr ............................ (251) 626-9340
ccarr@carrallison.com

ARIZONA | PHOENIX
Jones, Skelton & Hochuli, P.L.C.
Phillip H. Stanfield ..................... (602) 263-1745
pstanfield@jshfirm.com

ARKANSAS | LITTLE ROCK
Quattlebaum, Grooms & Tull PLLC
John E. Tull, III ........................... (501) 379-1705
jtull@qgtlaw.com

CALIFORNIA | LOS ANGELES
Murchison & Cumming LLP
Dan L. Longo .............................. (714) 953-2244
dlongo@murchisonlaw.com

CALIFORNIA | SAN DIEGO
Klinedinst PC
John D. Klinedinst ...................... (619) 239-8131
jklinedinst@klinedinstlaw.com

CALIFORNIA | SAN FRANCISCO
Hanson Bridgett LLP
Mert A. Howard .......................... (415) 995-5033
mhoward@hansonbridgett.com

CALIFORNIA | SANTA BARBARA
Snyder Burnett Egerer, LLP
Barry Clifford Snyder ................. (805) 683-7750
bsnyder@sbelaw.com

COLORADO | DENVER
Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie LLP
Jessica L. Fuller .......................... (303) 628-9527
Jfuller@lrrc.com

CONNECTICUT | HARTFORD
Hinckley Allen
Noble F. Allen ............................. (860) 725-6237
nallen@hinckleyallen.com

DELAWARE | WILMINGTON
Cooch and Taylor P.A. 
C. Scott Reese ............................. (302) 984-3811
sreese@coochtaylor.com

FLORIDA | CENTRAL FLORIDA
Wicker Smith O’Hara McCoy & Ford P.A. 
Richards H. Ford ........................ (407) 843-3939
rford@wickersmith.com

FLORIDA | SOUTH FLORIDA
Wicker Smith O’Hara McCoy & Ford P.A. 
Nicholas E. Christin ................... (305) 448-3939
nchristin@wickersmith.com

FLORIDA | TALLAHASSEE
Carr Allison
Christopher Barkas .................... (850) 222-2107
cbarkas@carrallison.com

HAWAII | HONOLULU
Goodsill Anderson Quinn & Stifel LLP
Edmund K. Saffery ..................... (808) 547-5736
esaffery@goodsill.com

IDAHO | BOISE
Duke Law Group
Keely E. Duke ............................. (208) 342-3310
ked@dukelawidaho.com

ILLINOIS | CHICAGO
SmithAmundsen LLC
Lew R.C. Bricker ......................... (312) 894-3224
lbricker@salawus.com

IOWA | CEDAR RAPIDS
Simmons Perrine Moyer
Bergman PLC
Kevin J. Visser ............................. (319) 366-7641
kvisser@spmblaw.com

KANSAS/WESTERN MISSOURI | 
KANSAS CITY
Dysart Taylor Cotter McMonigle
& Montemore, PC
Patrick K. McMonigle ................ (816) 714-3039
pmcmonigle@dysarttaylor.com

KENTUCKY | LOUISVILLE
Middleton Reutlinger
Elisabeth S. Gray ........................ (502) 625-2848
EGray@MiddletonLaw.com

LOUISIANA | NEW ORLEANS
McCranie, Sistrunk, Anzelmo, Hardy
McDaniel & Welch LLC
Michael R. Sistrunk .................... (504) 846-8338
msistrunk@mcsalaw.com

MAINE | PORTLAND
Richardson, Whitman,
Large & Badger
Elizabeth G. Stouder .................. (207) 774-7474
estouder@rwlb.com 

MARYLAND | BALTIMORE
Franklin & Prokopik, PC
Albert B. Randall, Jr. ................... (410) 230-3622
arandall@fandpnet.com

MASSACHUSETTS | BOSTON
Rubin and Rudman LLP
John J. McGivney. ....................... (617) 330-7000
jmcgivney@rubinrudman.com

MINNESOTA | ST. PAUL
Larson • King, LLP
Mark A. Solheim......................... (651) 312-6503
msolheim@larsonking.com

MISSISSIPPI | GULFPORT
Carr Allison
Douglas Bagwell ........................ (228) 864-1060
dbagwell@carrallison.com

MISSISSIPPI | RIDGELAND
Copeland, Cook, Taylor & Bush, P.A.
James R. Moore, Jr. ..................... (601) 427-1301
jmoore@cctb.com 
MISSOURI | ST. LOUIS
Lashly & Baer, P.C. 
Stephen L. Beimdiek ................. (314) 436-8303
sbeim@lashlybaer.com

MONTANA | GREAT FALLS
Davis, Hatley, Haffeman & Tighe, P.C.
Maxon R. Davis .......................... (406) 761-5243
max.davis@dhhtlaw.com

NEBRASKA | OMAHA
Baird Holm LLP
Jennifer D. Tricker ...................... (402) 636-8348
jtricker@bairdholm.com

NEVADA | LAS VEGAS
Thorndal Armstrong Delk  
Balkenbush & Eisinger
Brian K. Terry ............................. (702) 366-0622
bkt@thorndal.com

NEW JERSEY | ROSELAND
Connell Foley LLP
Kevin R. Gardner ........................ (973) 840-2415
kgardner@connellfoley.com 
NEW MEXICO | ALBUQUERQUE
Modrall Sperling
Jennifer G. Anderson ................. (505) 848-1809
Jennifer.Anderson@modrall.com

NEW YORK | BUFFALO
Barclay Damon LLP
Peter S. Marlette ...........................(716) 858-3763 
pmarlette@barclaydamon.com

NEW YORK | HAWTHORNE
Traub Lieberman
Stephen D. Straus ........................ (914) 586-7005
sstraus@tlsslaw.com

NEW YORK | UNIONDALE
Rivkin Radler LLP
David S. Wilck ............................ (516) 357-3347
David.Wilck@rivkin.com

NORTH CAROLINA | RALEIGH
Poyner Spruill LLP
Deborah E. Sperati ..................... (252) 972-7095
dsperati@poynerspruill.com

NORTH DAKOTA | DICKINSON
Ebeltoft . Sickler . Lawyers PLLC
Randall N. Sickler....................... (701) 225-5297
rsickler@ndlaw.com

OHIO | CLEVELAND
Roetzel & Andress
Bradley A. Wright ....................... (330) 849-6629
bwright@ralaw.com

OKLAHOMA | OKLAHOMA CITY
Pierce Couch Hendrickson  
Baysinger & Green, L.L.P. 
Gerald P. Green........................... (405) 552-5271
jgreen@piercecouch.com

OREGON | PORTLAND
Williams Kastner
Thomas A. Ped ........................... (503) 944-6988
tped@williamskastner.com 

PENNSYLVANIA | PHILADELPHIA
Sweeney & Sheehan, P.C. 
J. Michael Kunsch ...................... (215) 963-2481
michael.kunsch@sweeneyfirm.com

PENNSYLVANIA | PITTSBURGH
Pion, Nerone, Girman, Winslow  
& Smith, P.C.
John T. Pion ................................ (412) 281-2288
jpion@pionlaw.com

RHODE ISLAND | PROVIDENCE
Adler Pollock & Sheehan P.C.
Richard R. Beretta, Jr. ................ (401) 427-6228
rberetta@apslaw.com

SOUTH CAROLINA | COLUMBIA
Sweeny, Wingate & Barrow, P.A.
Mark S. Barrow ........................... (803) 256-2233
msb@swblaw.com

SOUTH DAKOTA | PIERRE
Riter, Rogers, Wattier &
Northrup, LLP
Robert C. Riter............................ (605) 224-5825
r.riter@riterlaw.com

TENNESSEE | MEMPHIS
Martin, Tate, Morrow & Marston, P.C. 
Lee L. Piovarcy ........................... (901) 522-9000
lpiovarcy@martintate.com

TEXAS | DALLAS
Fee, Smith, Sharp & Vitullo, L.L.P. 
Michael P. Sharp ......................... (972) 980-3255
msharp@feesmith.com

TEXAS | HOUSTON
MehaffyWeber 
Barbara J. Barron ....................... (713) 655-1200
BarbaraBarron@mehaffyweber.com

UTAH | SALT LAKE CITY
Strong & Hanni, PC
Stephen J. Trayner...................... (801) 323-2011
strayner@strongandhanni.com

WASHINGTON | SEATTLE
Williams Kastner
Rodney L. Umberger ................. (206) 628-2421
rumberger@williamskastner.com

WEST VIRGINIA | CHARLESTON
Flaherty Sensabaugh Bonasso PLLC 
Michael Bonasso ........................ (304) 347-4259
mbonasso@flahertylegal.com

WISCONSIN | MILWAUKEE
Laffey, Leitner & Goode LLC 
Jack Laffey .................................. (414) 312-7105
jlaffey@llgmke.com

WYOMING | CASPER
Williams, Porter, Day and Neville PC
Scott E. Ortiz .............................. (307) 265-0700
sortiz@wpdn.net

USLAW INTERNATIONAL
ARGENTINA | BUENOS AIRES
Barreiro, Olivas, De Luca, 
Jaca & Nicastro
Nicolás Jaca Otaño................ (54 11) 4814-1746
njaca@bodlegal.com

BRAZIL | SÃO PAULO
Mundie e Advogados
Rodolpho Protasio ................ (55 11) 3040-2923
rofp@mundie.com

CANADA | ALBERTA
CALGARY & EDMONTON
Parlee McLaws LLP
Connor Glynn ............................ (780) 423-8639
cglynn@parlee.com

CANADA | ONTARIO | OTTAWA
Kelly Santini
Lisa Langevin ................ (613) 238-6321 ext 276
llangevin@kellysantini.com

CANADA | QUEBEC | BROSSARD
Therrien Couture JoliCoeur
Douglas W. Clarke ...................... (450) 462-8555
douglas.clarke@groupetcj.ca

CHINA | SHANGHAI
Duan&Duan
George Wang ............................. 8621 6219 1103
george@duanduan.com 
MEXICO | MEXICO CITY
EC Legal Rubio Villega
René Mauricio Alva ............... +52 55 5251 5023
ralva@ecrubio.com 

TELFA
AUSTRIA
PHH Rechtsanwälte 
Rainer Kaspar ............................ +43 1 714 24 40
kaspar@phh.at

BELGIUM
CEW & Partners
Charles Price ...........................(+32 2) 534 20 20
Charles.price@cew-law.be

CYPRUS  
Pyrgou Vakis Law Firm
Melina Pyrgou ............................ +357 22466611
m.pyrgou@pyrgouvakis.com 

CZECH REPUBLIC
Vyskocil, Kroslak & spol., Advocates and 
Patent Attorneys
Jiri Spousta ........................ (00 420) 224 819 133
spousta@akvk.cz 
DENMARK
Lund Elmer Sandager
Jacob Roesen ............................(+45 33 300 268) 
jro@les.dk 
ENGLAND
Wedlake Bell LLP
Richard Isham .....................+44(0)20 7395 3000
risham@wedlakebell.com 
ESTONIA • LATVIA • LITHUANIA
LEXTAL Tallinn|Riga|Vilnius
Lina Siksniute- 
 Vaitiekuniene ....................(+370) 5 210 27 33
lina@lextal.lt 
FINLAND
Lexia Attorneys Ltd.
Markus Myhrberg..................... +358 10 4244200
markus.myhrberg@lexia.fi 
FRANCE
Delsol Avocats
Emmanuel Kaeppelin .......... +33(0)4 72 10 20 30
ekaeppelin@delsolavocats.com 
GERMANY
Buse Heberer Fromm
Jasper Hagenberg .................... +49 30 327942 0
hagenberg@buse.de 
GREECE
Corina Fassouli-Grafanaki & Associates Law 
Firm
Korina Fassouli- 
 Grafanaki ..........................(+30) 210-3628512
korina.grafanaki@lawofmf.gr 
HUNGARY
Bihary Balassa & Partners  
Attorneys at Law
Phone ......................................... +36 1 391 44 91 
IRELAND
Kane Tuohy Solicitors
Sheena Beale ...........................(+353) 1 6722233
sbeale@kanetuohy.ie 
ITALY
LEGALITAX Studio
Legale e Tributario 
Alessandro Polettini ............. +39 049 877 58 11
alessandro.polettini@legalitax.it  
LUXEMBOURG
Tabery & Wauthier
Véronique Wauthier ..............(00352) 251 51 51
avocats@tabery.eu 
MALTA
EMD
Dr. Italo Ellul ............................. +356 2123 3005
iellul@emd.com.mt 
NETHERLANDS
Dirkzwager Legal & Tax
Karen A. Verkerk ...................... +31 26 365 55 57
Verkerk@dirkzwager.nl 
NORWAY
Advokatfirmaet Sverdrup DA
Tom Eivind Haug ......................... +47 90653609
haug@sverdruplaw.no 
POLAND
GWW
Aldona Leszczyńska
 -Mikulska..... ........................ +48 22 212 00 00
warszawa@gww.pl 
PORTUGAL
Carvalho, Matias & Associados
Antonio Alfaia
 de Carvalho .........................(351) 21 8855440
acarvalho@cmasa.pt 
SERBIA
Vukovic & Partners
Dejan Vuković .......................  +381 11 2642 257
office@vp.rs 
SLOVAKIA
Alianciaadvokátov
Gerta Sámelová  
 Flassiková ............................ +421 2 57101313
flassikova@aliancia.sk 
SPAIN
Adarve Abogados SLP
Juan José García ........................+34 91 591 30 60
Juanjose.garcia@adarve.com 
SWEDEN
Wesslau Söderqvist Advokatbyrå
Phone ......................................... +46 8 407 88 00 
SWITZERLAND
Meyerlustenberger Lachenal
Nadine von Büren-Maier............+41 22 737 10 00
nadine.vonburen-maier@mll-legal.com 
TURKEY 
Cukur & Yilmaz
Phone ..................................... +90 232 465 07 07
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USLAW NETWORK offers legal decision makers a variety of compli-

mentary products and services to assist them with their day-to-day 

operation and management of legal issues. The USLAW SourceBook pro-

vides information regarding each resource that is available. We encour-

age you to review these and take advantage of those that could benefit 

you and your company. For additional information, contact Roger M. 

Yaffe, USLAW CEO, at roger@uslaw.org or (800) 231-9110, ext. 1.

 USLAW is continually seeking to ensure that your legal out-

comes are successful and seamless. We hope that these resources can 

assist you. Please don’t hesitate to send us input on your experience with 

any of the products or services listed in the SourceBook as well as ideas 

for the future that would benefit you and your colleagues.

A  T E A M  O F  E X P E R T S

USLAW NETWORK undoubtedly has some of the most knowledgeable attorneys 

in the world, but did you know that we also have the most valuable corporate 

partners in the legal profession? Don’t miss out on an opportunity to better your 

legal game plan by taking advantage of our corporate partners’ expertise. Areas 

of expertise include forensic engineering, legal visualization services, court

reporting, jury consultation, courtroom technology, forensic accounting,

structured settlements, future medical fund management, and investigation.

E D U C A T I O N
It’s no secret – USLAW can host a great event. We are very proud of the industry-leading 

educational sessions at our semi-annual client conferences, seminars, and client exchanges. 

Reaching from national to more localized offerings, USLAW member attorneys and the clients 

they serve meet throughout the year not only at USLAW-hosted events but also at many legal 

industry conferences. CLE accreditation is provided for most USLAW educational offerings. 

FALL 2019USLAWNETWORKCLIENTCONFERENCE

®

S E P T  2 6 - 2 8   |   M A N D A R I N  O R I E N T A L   |   W A S H I N G T O N  D . C .

JOIN US!WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
SEPTEMBER 25FOR OUR SPECIALPRE-CONFERENCE EVENT:

USLAW NETWORK/TELFA CROSS-BORDER
BUSINESS AND TRANSACTIONS EXCHANGE

KEYNOTE BYSCOTT STRATTENPRESIDENTUN-MARKETING

P r a c t i c e  G r o u p  T r a c k s

 Commercial Law • Complex Tort & Product Liability • Employment & Labor Law • Professional Liability

attorney

the complete 
u s l a w  s o u r c e b o o k

What is the value in having individual access to 4-8 highly experienced USLAW member attorneys from around 

the country and around the world (if necessary) roundtable specific issues you may be facing including actual 

cases or hypotheticals? USLAW is pleased to provide this free consultation that will give you a sense of comfort 

that you are managing a specific issue/case in an appropriate manner and make you aware of unforeseen road-

blocks and variables that may pop up. It never hurts to phone a friend! 

U S L A W  O N  C A L L

®

SPRING 2020

USLAW NETWORK

CLIENT

CONFERENCE

APRIL 16-18, 2020

RITZ-CARLTON AMELIA ISLAND

AMELIA ISLAND, FL

REGISTER ON LINE AT:

http://web.uslaw.org/spring-2020-attorney/

KEYNOTE SPEAKER VINH GIANG on the PSYCHOLOGY OF ILLUSION

         

ATTORNEY

EDUCATION TRACKS

CONSTRUCTION LAW, INSURANCE LAW, RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY LAW, AND TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS.

http://www.uslaw.org
mailto:roger@uslaw.org
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C O M P E N D I A  O F  L A W
USLAW regularly produces new and updates existing Compendia providing a multi-

state resources that permits users to easily access state common and statutory law. 

Compendia are easily sourced on a state-by-state basis and are developed by the 

member firms of USLAW. Some of the current compendia include: Retail, Spoliation 

of Evidence, Transportation, Construction Law, Workers’ Compensation, Surveillance, 

Offer of Judgment, Employee Rights on Initial Medical Treatment, and a National 

Compendium addressing issues that arise prior to the commencement of litigation 

through trial and on to appeal. Visit the Client Resources section of uslaw.org for the 

complete USLAW compendium library. 

L A W M O B I L E
We are pleased to offer a completely customizable one-stop educational

program that will deliver information on today’s trending topics that are appli-

cable and focused solely on your business. We focus on specific markets where 

you do business and utilize a team of attorneys to share relevant jurisdictional 

knowledge important to your business’ success. Whether it is a one-hour lunch 

and learn, half-day intensive program or simply an informal meeting discussing a 

specific legal matter, USLAW will structure the opportunity to your requirements 

– all at no cost to your company.

Compendiumof Law

SUBROGATION RIGHTS
FOR WORKERS’
COMPENSATION LIENS

®

S T A T E  J U D I C I A L  P R O F I L E S  B Y  C O U N T Y
Jurisdictional awareness of the court and juries on a county-by-county basis is a key ingre-

dient to successfully navigating legal challenges throughout the United States. Knowing 

the local rules, the judge, and the local business and legal environment provides a unique 

competitive advantage. In order to best serve clients, USLAW NETWORK offers a judicial 

profile that identifies counties as Conservative, Moderate or Liberal and thus provides you 

an important Home Field Advantage.

http://www.uslaw.org
http://uslaw.org
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U S L A W  C O N N E C T I V I T Y
In today’s digital world there are many ways to connect, share, communicate, engage, inter-

act and collaborate. Through any one of our various communication channels, sign on, ask a 

question, offer insight, share comments, seek advice and collaborate with others connected to 

USLAW. Please check out USLAW on Twitter @uslawnetwork and our LinkedIn group page.

U S L A W  M A G A Z I N E
USLAW Magazine is an in-depth publication produced and designed to address legal and busi-

ness issues facing commercial and corporate clients. Recent topics have covered cybersecurity 

& data privacy, medical marijuana & employer drug policies, management liability issues in the 

face of a cyberattack, defending motor carriers performing oversized load & heavy haul oper-

ations, employee wellness programs, social media & the law, effects of electronic healthcare 

records, patent troll taxes, allocating risk by contract and much more.

U S L A W  E D U N E T
A wealth of knowledge offered on demand, USLAW EduNet is a regular series of  

interactive webinars produced by USLAW practice groups. The one-hour programs 

are available live on your desktop and are also archived at USLAW.org for viewing 

at a later date. Topics range from Medicare to Employment & Labor Law to Product 

Liability Law and beyond.

U S L A W  M O B I L E  A P P S
Take USLAW with you wherever you go. Visit uslaw.org and pin it to your home screen on any mobile device. Also, 

USLAW Events is our Client Conference mobile app that archives all of the presentation materials, among several 

other items, from past USLAW Conferences. USLAW Events app is available on iPhone/iPad, Android (by typing in 

keyword USLAW) and most Blackberry devices.
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Safety in Numbers ...Most 
Independent Physicians Can’t 
Afford to Go it Alone Anymore 

p4
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p14
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P R A C T I C E  G R O U P S
USLAW prides itself on variety. Its 6,000+ attorneys excel in all areas of legal practice and partici-

pate in USLAW’s nearly 20 substantive active practice groups and communities including Banking 

and Financial Services, Commercial Law, Complex Tort and Product Liability, Construction Law, Data 

Privacy and Security, E-Discovery, Employment and Labor Law, Energy/Environmental, Healthcare Law, 

Insurance Law, International Business and Trade, IP and Technology, Professional Liability, Retail and 

Hospitality Law, Transportation and Logistics, White Collar Defense, Women’s Connection, and Workers’ 

Compensation. Don’t see a specific practice area listed? No worries as USLAW firms cover the gamut of 

the legal profession and we are sure to find a firm that has significant experience in the area of need.

C L I E N T  L E A D E R S H I P  C O U N C I L  A N D 
P R A C T I C E  G R O U P  C L I E N T  A D V I S O R S
Take advantage of the knowledge of your peers. USLAW NETWORK’s Client 

Leadership Council (CLC) and Practice Group Client Advisors are a hand-selected, 

group of prestigious USLAW firm clients who provide expertise and advice to ensure 

the organization and its law firms meet the expectations of the client community. 

In addition to the valuable insights they provide, CLC members and Practice Group 

Client Advisors also serve as USLAW ambassadors, utilizing their stature within their 

various industries to promote the many benefits of USLAW NETWORK.

R A P I D  R E S P O N S E 
USLAW NETWORK Rapid Response search tool locates USLAW attorneys quickly when 

timeliness is critical for you and your company. Offered for Transportation, Construction 

Law and Product Liability, this resource provides clients with attorneys’ cell and home 

telephone numbers along with assurance that USLAW will be available 24/7 with the 

right person and the right experience. Visit uslaw.org and pin it to your home screen on 

any mobile device for easy access to USLAW’s Rapid Response resource.

U S L A W  M E M B E R S H I P  D I R E C T O R Y
Each year both print and online versions of our membership directory are produced. Here you can 

quickly and easily identify the attorney best-suited to handle your legal issue. Arranged by state, listings 

include primary and alternate contacts, practice group contact information as well as firm profiles. 

1

USLAW NETWORK

2020 Membership
Directory

®

http://www.uslaw.org
http://uslaw.org
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S-E-A
OFFICIAL TECHNICAL FORENSIC 
ENGINEERING AND LEGAL 
VISUALIZATION SERVICES PARTNER 

www.SEAlimited.com
7001 Buffalo Parkway
Columbus, OH 43229
Phone: (800) 782-6851
Fax: (614) 885-8014

Chris Torrens
Vice President
795 Cromwell Park Drive, Suite N
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
Phone: (800) 635-9507
Email: ctorrens@SEAlimited.com

Ami Dwyer, Esq.
General Counsel
795 Cromwell Park Drive, Suite N
Glen Burnie, MD 12061
Phone: (800) 635-9507
Email: adwyer@SEAlimited.com

Dick R. Basom
Director, National Accounts/London 
7001 Buffalo Parkway
Columbus, Ohio 43229
Phone: (800) 782-6851
Email: rbasom@SEAlimited.com 

S-E-A is proud to be the exclusive partner/sponsor of 
technical forensic engineering and legal visualization 
services for USLAW NETWORK.
 A powerful resource in litigation for 50 years, S-E-A 
is a multi-disciplined forensic engineering, fire inves-
tigation and visualization services company specializ-
ing in failure analysis. S-E-A’s full-time staff consists of 
licensed/registered professionals who are experts in 
their respective fields.  S-E-A offers complete investi-
gative services, including: mechanical, biomechanical, 
electrical, civil and materials engineering, as well as fire 
investigation, industrial hygiene, visualization services, 
and health sciences—along with a fully equipped chem-
ical laboratory. These disciplines interact to provide 
thorough and independent analysis that will support 
any subsequent litigation.  
 S-E-A’s expertise in failure analysis doesn’t end with 
investigation and research. Should animations, graph-
ics, or medical illustrations be needed, S-E-A’s Imaging 
Sciences/Animation Practice can prepare accurate 
demonstrative pieces for litigation support. The com-
pany’s on-staff engineers and graphics professionals 
coordinate their expertise and can make a significant 
impact in assisting a judge, mediator or juror in under-
standing the complex principles and nuances of a case. 
S-E-A can provide technical drawings, camera-matching 
technology, motion capture for biomechanical analysis 
and accident simulation, and 3D laser scanning and fly-
through technology for scene documentation and pres-
ervation. In addition, S-E-A can prepare scale models 
of products, buildings or scenes made by professional 
model builders or using 3D printing technology, de-
pending on the application. 
 You only have one opportunity to present your case 
at trial. The work being done at S-E-A is incredibly im-
portant to us and to our clients – because a case isn’t 
made until it is understood. Please visit www.SEAlimited.
com to see our capabilities and how we can help you 
effectively communicate your position.

U.S. Legal Support, Inc 
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTING 
PARTNER

www.uslegalsupport.com
16825 Northchase Drive, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77060
Phone: (800) 567-8757 
Fax: (713) 653-7172

Charles F. Schugart
President & Chief Executive Officer
16825 Northchase Drive, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77060
Phone: (832) 201-3834
Email: cfschugart@uslegalsupport.com

Pete Giammanco
President & Chief Strategy Officer
16825 Northchase Drive, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77060
Phone: (818) 995-0600
Email: pgiammanco@uslegalsupport.com

Shana Holton
Chief Revenue Officer
16825 Northchase Drive, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77060
Phone: (714) 955-4887
Email: sholton@uslegalsupport.com

April Orlando
Division President, National Accounts
One Southeast Third Avenue, Suite 1250
Miami, FL 33131
Phone: (305) 324-5431
Email: aorlando@uslegalsupport.com

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, and founded in 
1996, U.S. Legal Support is a privately held company 
with over 85 offices located across the United States. 
As one of the leading providers of litigation services, 
U.S. Legal Support is the only litigation support 
company that provides a full suite of court reporting 
solutions, record retrieval, interpreting & transla-
tions, and transcription services to major insurance 
companies, corporations and law firms nationwide.
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2020 USLAW Corporate Partners

Arcadia
OFFICIAL STRUCTURED SETTLEMENT PARTNER

www.teamarcadia.com
5613 DTC Parkway, Suite 610
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
Phone: (800) 354-4098

Rachel D. Grant, CSSC
Structured Settlement Consultant
12894 Parkridge Drive, Suite 100
Shelby Township, MI 48315
Phone: 586.932.2111
Email: rgrant@teamarcadia.com

Your USLAW structured settlements
consultants are:
Brian Annandono, CSSC • Cleveland, OH                 
Cassie Barkett, Esq. • Tulsa, OK
Rachel Grant, CSSC • Detroit, MI                                 
Nicole Mayer • Chicago, IL
Richard Regna, CSSC • Denver, CO                             
Iliana Valtchinova • Pittsburgh, PA

Arcadia Settlements Group is honored to be 
USLAW’s exclusive partner for structured settlement 
services.
 Arcadia Settlements Group (Arcadia) and 
Structured Financial Associates (SFA) have merged 
to create the largest provider of structured settle-
ment services, combining the strength of best-in-
class consultants, innovative products and services, 
and deep industry expertise. Our consultants help 
resolve conflicts, reduce litigation expenses, and cre-
ate long-term financial security for injured people 
through our settlement consulting services. Arcadia 
Consultants also assist in the establishment and 
funding of other settlement tools, including Special 
Needs Trusts and Medicare Set-Aside Arrangements, 
and are strategically partnered to provide innovative 
market-based, tax-efficient income solutions for in-
jured plaintiffs.
 Arcadia is recognized as the first structured set-
tlement firm with more than 45 years in business. 
Our consultants have used our skill and knowledge, 
innovative products and unparalleled caring service 
to help settle more than 325,000 claims involving 
structured settlement funding of more than $40 
billion and have positively impacted hundreds of 
thousands of lives by providing security and closure.

Litigation Insights
OFFICIAL JURY CONSULTANT AND COURTROOM 
TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

www.litigationinsights.com
9393 W. 110th Street, Suite #400
Overland Park, KS 66210
Phone: (913) 339-9885
Twitter: @LI_Insights

Merrie Jo Pitera, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer
Phone: (913) 486-4159
mjpitera@litigationinsights.com

Adam Bloomberg
Vice President – Managing Director of Visual 
Communications
Phone: (214) 658-9845
abloomberg@litigationinsights.com

Jill Leibold, Ph.D.
Director of Jury Research
Phone: (310) 809-8651
jleibold@litigationinsights.com

Christina Marinakis, J.D., Psy.D.
Director – Jury Research
Phone: (443) 742-6130
cmarinakis@litigationinsights.com

Since 1994, Litigation Insights has been a nationally 
recognized leader in the trial consulting field.
 Litigation Insights is proud to be the exclusive 
corporate sponsor of jury research and courtroom 
technology services for USLAW NETWORK.
 Our clients hire us when their cases are complex, 
difficult and/or unclear. They bring us in when is-
sues are volatile, emotions are high, and millions of 
dollars are at risk. We’re asked to consult on tough 
litigation because we’ve seen so many tough cases 
and, more importantly, we’ve provided valuable in-
sights. Remember, not every case needs a mock trial. 
We also support your litigation efforts with smaller 
budget services such as theme development, witness 
preparation, voir dire and jury selection.
 Our courtroom consultants, or “Hot Seat” opera-
tors, have no fewer than 12 years of experience in the 
application of industry-leading presentation software 
and equipment, as well as an advanced knowledge of 
courtroom protocol and procedure. We make a point 
of learning the case facts, becoming familiar with your 
exhibits and video depositions, and we work closely 
with the trial attorneys to provide continuity and peace 
of mind.
 Litigation Insights has been certified as a Women’s 
Business Enterprise by the Women’s Business 
Enterprise National Council (WBENC).
 For more information on how we can help with 
jury research and/or courtroom technology sup-
port, please contact any of our executive staff listed 
above.

Ametros
OFFICIAL FUTURE MEDICAL FUND
MANAGEMENT PARTNER

www.ametros.com
P.O. Box 827
Burlington, MA 01803
Phone: (877) 275-7415

Mark Doherty, CMSP
Executive Vice President of Sales
Email: mdoherty@ametros.com

Ametros is the largest and most trusted professional 
administration expert in the industry, working 
closely with everyone involved in the settlement 
process to drive resolution and provide support, se-
curity and potential savings for injured individuals 
once they settle their case. Ametros becomes the in-
jured individual’s main resource to help guide them 
through their medical treatment and any necessary 
reporting after settlement. Ametros helps ease set-
tlement fears and assists in settling difficult and 
complex claims, including workers’ compensation, 
liability, trusts, life care plans, Medicare Set Asides, 
and all other future medical allocations.

http://www.uslaw.org
http://www.teamarcadia.com
mailto:rgrant@teamarcadia.com
http://www.litigationinsights.com
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http://www.ametros.com
mailto:mdoherty@ametros.com
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Marshall Investigative Group
OFFICIAL INVESTIGATIVE PARTNER 

www.mi-pi.com
401 Devon Ave.
Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone: (855) 350-6474 (MIPI)
Fax: (847) 993-2039

Doug Marshall
President
Email: dmarshall@mi-pi.com
Adam M. Kabarec
Vice President
Email: akabarec@mi-pi.com

Matt Mills 
Vice President of Business Development 
Email: mmills@mi-pi.com

Thom Kramer
Director of Internet Investigations
Email: tkramer@mi-pi.com

Amie Norton
Business Development Manager
Email: anorton@mi-pi.com 

Valentina Benjamin
SIU Manager
Email: vbenjamin@mi-pi.com  

Marshall Investigative Group is a national investigative 
firm providing an array of services that help our clients 
mediate the validity of questionable cargo, disability, 
liability and workers’ compensation claims. Our spe-
cialists in investigations and surveillance have a variety 
of backgrounds in law enforcement, criminal justice, 
military, business and the insurance industry. Our in-
vestigators are committed to innovative thinking, for-
mative solutions and detailed diligence.
 One of our recent achievements is leading the in-
dustry in Internet Presence Investigations. With the 
increasing popularity of communicating and publish-
ing personal information on the internet, internet 
presence evidence opens doors in determining the 
merit of a claim. Without approved methods for col-
lection and authentication this information may be 
inadmissible and useless as evidence. Our team can 
preserve conversations, photographs, video record-
ings, and blogs that include authenticating metadata, 
and MD5 hash values. Our goal is to exceed your 
expectations by providing prompt, thorough and ac-
curate information. At Marshall Investigative Group, 
we value each and every customer and are confident 
that our extraordinary work, will make a difference in 
your bottom line. Services include:

MDD Forensic Accountants
OFFICIAL FORENSIC ACCOUNTANT PARTNER

www.mdd.com
11600 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 450
Reston, VA 20191
Phone: (703) 796-2200
Fax: (703) 796-0729

David Elmore, CPA, CVA
11600 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 450
Reston, VA 20191
Phone: (703) 796-2200
Fax: (703) 796-0729
Email: delmore@mdd.com

Kevin Flaherty, CPA, CVA
10 High Street, Suite 1000
Boston, MA 02110
Phone: (617) 426-1551
Fax: (617) 426-6023
Email: kflaherty@mdd.com

Matson, Driscoll & Damico is a leading forensic 
accounting firm that specializes in providing eco-
nomic damage quantification assessments for our 
clients. Our professionals regularly deliver expert, 
consulting and fact witness testimony in courts, arbi-
trations and mediations around the world.
 We have been honored to provide our expertise 
on cases of every size and scope, and we would be 
pleased to discuss our involvement on these files 
while still maintaining our commitment to client 
confidentiality. Briefly, some of these engage-
ments have involved: lost profit calculations; busi-
ness disputes or valuations; commercial lending; 
fraud; product liability and construction damages. 
However, we have also worked across many other 
practice areas and, as a result, in virtually every in-
dustry.
 Founded in Chicago in 1933, MDD is now a 
global entity with over 40 offices worldwide.
 In the United States, MDD’s partners and senior 
staff are Certified Public Accountants; many are also 
Certified Valuation Analysts and Certified Fraud 
Examiners. Our international partners and profes-
sionals possess the appropriate designations and are 
similarly qualified for their respective countries. In 
addition to these designations, our forensic accoun-
tants speak more than 30 languages.
 Regardless of where our work may take us around 
the world, our exceptional dedication, singularly qual-
ified experts and demonstrated results will always be 
the hallmark of our firm. To learn more about MDD 
and the services we provide, we invite you to visit us 
at www.mdd.com. 

• Activity/Back-
ground Checks

• AOE / COE
• Asset Checks
• Bankruptcies
• Contestable Death
• Criminal & Civil 

Records
• Decedent Check
• Health History

• Intellectual Property 
Investigations

• Internet Presence 
Investigations

• Pre-Employment
• Recorded 

Statements
• Skip Trace
• Surveillance
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Precisely revealing the cause or potential cause. Then explaining it in the simplest of 
terms. Doing both at the highest level is what sets us apart. In support of our forensic 
team, our imaging sciences department can clearly convey complex information  
through the generation of animations, simulations or medical illustrations from  
accurate information obtained by our engineers and investigators. Together, we dig  
past the speculation to find and convey the truth like no one else.

We test the speculation.

We analyze the could’ve beens.

We explain away the what ifs.

So you know.

Know.

We investigate the maybes.

© 2020

+1.800.782.6851     SEAlimited.com
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Proud Partner USLAW NETWORK Inc. since 2004.
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3111 N. University Drive, Suite 400
Coral Springs, FL 33065
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SPRING 2020
USLAW NETWORK

CLIENT
CONFERENCE

APRIL 16-18, 2020

RITZ-CARLTON AMELIA ISLAND
AMELIA ISLAND, FL

REGISTER ON LINE AT:
http://web.uslaw.org/spring-2020-attorney/

KEYNOTE SPEAKER VINH GIANG on the PSYCHOLOGY OF ILLUSION
         

ATTORNEY

EDUCATION TRACKS
CONSTRUCTION LAW, INSURANCE LAW, RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY LAW, AND TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS.

Compendiumof Law
SPOLIATION
OF EVIDENCE

FALL 2014
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Insurance Companies and
Online Threats with Cybersecurity

What your Company needs
to know about TCPA

The Internet of Things
and the Law

Mobile Phone Data...Strategies to
Avert Risk in the Connectivity Age

CONSUMERS,
CALLING,
AND CLASS
ACTIONS

A CLEAR
AND
PRESENT
DANGER

THE
FUTURE
IS HERE

THE GOOD,
BAD AND UGLY

“AM I LIABLE BECAUSE
YOU DID NOT 

FOLLOW MY TRAVEL
DIRECTIONS?”

THE POSSIBLE CREATION
OF A DUTY OF CARE BY

PROVIDING DIRECTIONS OR
A ROUTE OF TRAVEL
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SO MUCH MORE THAN
JUST A NETWORK OF OVER

6000 ATTORNEYS
USLAW MEMBER CLIENTS RECEIVE THESE COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES:

EDUCATION A TEAM OF EXPERTS USLAW ON CALL LAWMOBILE COMPENDIA OF LAW

STATE JUDICIAL PROFILES
BY COUNTY

HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE USLAW MOBILE APP USLAW CONNECTIVITY USLAW MAGAZINE

USLAW EDUNET USLAW MEMBERSHIP
DIRECTORY

RAPID RESPONSE CLIENT LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
AND PRACTICE GROUP CLIENT 

ADVISORS

PRACTICE GROUPS

For more information about these complimentary services, visit uslaw.org today!
®

http://www.uslaw.org
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